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legal contexts, and operational situations involved. Despite
the commonplace scaremongering by self-described civil
liberties lobbies and some ideologues, our democratic way
of life has barely been affected by the temporary and limited
security measures adopted over recent years. But these
measures are definitely still necessary and reasonable, they
are therefore constitutionally valid, and they may be needed
for some years yet. 
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editorial

Over the last year or so topical issues have included our
relations with Indonesia, ‘going to war on a lie’, the likely
duration of the international struggle against Islamist
terrorism, the situation of David Hicks, the application of
control orders, and whether we should pull out of Iraq.
These have all shared at least one common underlying
theme – differing basic assumptions by the protagonists as
to whether Australia is currently at war or not.
Ensconced in our geographically isolated and secure
continent, and immersed in our generally relaxed and affluent
lifestyle, the instinctive reaction by many Australians would
be that this is just an arcane point for discussion among
international lawyers, diplomatists or soldiers. After over
half a century of general peace, prosperity and progress, few
Australians under the age of 70 remember World War II. Few
under 80 remember it well. Very few Australians have much
of a personal intellectual framework that can easily envisage
why the ‘peace’ we all largely take for granted is actually
not a permanent or universal concept. Many, probably most,
simply give such matters no thought whatsoever.
This degree of idealistic presumption, ignorance or
apathy needs to change. The customary stability of our
wider strategic and domestic security situations are not
assured in future without general effort. Decisions on this
require informed and effective public debate on the security
challenges we face, will face or may logically face eventually.
We must also properly debate the national strategies needed
to deal with these challenges, the balancing of civil liberties
with community safety, and the allocation of adequate and
sustained national resources to both our external defence and
our domestic security.
In the strictest legal sense, Australia is indisputably at
war because we have freely committed our defence force
to UN-endorsed operations in Iraq, Afghanistan and against
internationally proscribed terrorist groups generally. But
most Australians do not feel themselves at war because
their day-to-day lives and interests are so untouched by our
military commitments.
Later this year the High Court is expected to rule on
the constitutional validity of legislation implementing
temporary and limited control orders. These can be applied
to those citizens or residents reasonably considered to pose
an unacceptable risk of committing, actively supporting
or deliberately ignoring terrorist attacks against the rest
of us. Test cases concerning other new laws will probably
follow.
A long-established principle, firmly based in several High
Court precedents, is that the constitutional heads of power
governing defence and security wax and wane according to
the threat. This justified quite draconian national security
regulations during both World Wars but was why the
Communist Party Dissolution Act was struck down by the
High Court in 1951.
Our likely long-term fight against Islamist terrorism
involves both warfighting and law enforcement depending
on the particular geographic circumstances, strategic and
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Sir: The cover photo of the Winter 2006 Defender said it
all. An Australian policeman, backed up by an Australian
infantryman, helping a failing regional neighbour restore
some semblance of law and order in a dysfunctional and
crumbling society. We have decades of sustained and costly
work to do among our Pacific neighbours. Yet this was the
very type of contingency that was constantly dismissed as
fanciful by many strategic policymakers in Defence and
DFAT throughout the 1990s.
The threat of wider inter-State war has also not gone away,
however remote it currently seems at times – or indeed closer
when China kicks up a fuss over Taiwan or North Korea tests
a nuclear weapon or longer-range missile. The Asia-Pacific
region remains an area where great-power conflict is still
thinkable, even if provoked by accident or incompetent
strategic policymaking.
Now is the time to kill the sterile debate in Australia
between those rigid schools of strategic thought that argue
for an ADF force structure modelled on only an either/or
capability. Within the limits of affordability we clearly need
both the abilities to deploy some force into the nearer and
wider regions, and to defend our territory against direct
military threats.
Michael Casey
Victoria

Sir: Michael O’Connor may have retired from being the
public face of the ADA but he has not lost his sure touch for
dispassionately analysing Australia’s strategic challenges.
His article in the Winter 2006 Defender should be compulsory
reading for anyone interested in Australian strategic policy.
Among many pithy analyses I think his best was where he
criticised the late-1980s notion that demarcated and defined
Australia’s supposed regions of direct military interest, and
primary strategic interest, as meaning that we strangely
denied ourselves any military capability to contribute to
security in the latter. The nonsensical basis of those once
hallowed definitions was exposed in one sentence.

letters

Kim Mathews
New South Wales



Sir: Hugh Smith’s excellent article on the new High-Readiness
Reserve [Defender, Winter 2006], and the Government’s
announcement of their new Gap-year scheme for short-term
enlistments, mean the return of the Ready Reserve in all but
two major details. The first one of these is minor, the name
of the scheme. The second one is substantial assistance with
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tertiary fees (or HECS waivers) for those effectively serving
in the ADF’s full-time and part-time components.
Pity, though, we have had to lose the last decade where
the original Ready Reserve scheme would have thoroughly
revitalised the General Reserve and greatly assisted our
beleaguered regular forces cope with very high levels of
operational tempo and stretch.
Brett Saunders
New South Wales

Sir: Robyn Lim [Defender, Winter 2006] was right to call for
Japan’s allies and friends to help Japan by encouraging the
Japanese to confront their past honestly before such views
again lead to Japan’s strategic isolation. Professor Lim’s
analysis of the issue was very telling and I was struck by her
contrasting comparisons of Japan with the rehabilitation of
Germany after the defeat of Nazism.
The rebuilding of then West Germany, of course, was
greatly assisted by some purely geostrategic differences
between Germany and Japan. In particular, the NATO
framework in Western Europe meant the eventual rearmament
of a democratised West Germany could be fostered in
politically and militarily safe and stable ways.
Even then, within NATO’s integrated command structure,
until recently no German officer held a command above
Corps level.
The Franco-German rapprochement after World War II
was also tackled with considerable maturity by both sides.
It became a pillar of economic and political co-operation,
subsequently bolstered by their joint dominance of the
evolving European Union in its first three or four decades.
The de-militarisation of Japan after 1945 occurred in an
entirely different geo-strategic context even before we factor
in all those cultural and social aspects peculiar to Japan. But
Germany’s willingness to openly confront its appalling war
crimes in World War II should not be downplayed as a factor
in its genuine partnership with former enemies. Nor in their
willingness to forgive and co-operate. Japan has much to
learn in this regard.
There have been considerable changes to East Asian
strategic architecture since the end of the Cold War. Not least
of these is the comparative decline of Japan in economic and
diplomatic terms, and the reduction in Japan’s strategic value
to the United States. These mean Japan must finally face up
to its dark past or face very serious consequences.
Chris Miles
Queensland

Sir: Once again the usual tinny trinkets of supposed argument
have been trotted out about the Army’s acquisition of the
M1A1 Abrams tank. Too heavy, too big, too much fuel, too
American I suspect.
The Abrams represents the best value and best option for
the Army and more importantly its users at the 1st Armoured
Regiment. Tanks are bought on three main premises:
firepower, mobility and protection.
All the comparable tanks in Western service have similar
weights in the 60-tonne plus class (British Challenger 2,
France’s LeClerc, German Leopard 2AS5 and the Israeli
Merkava 4). The constant cries of ‘its too heavy’ do not
take into account the very nature of modern warfare. The
lighter it is the less armour it has, and the less armour the less
survivability against both close and longer-range attack.
So what do we want? Surely not a nice light, fuel-efficient
light-tank that can drive over all bridges in Australia but not
survive a minute in real combat against anyone equipped
with modern anti-tank missiles (or indeed against the first
large roadside bomb). The proper tank we really need might
cause a few initial logistic issues, but is the most efficient
armoured fighting vehicle in the world today with the highest
survivability of any main battle tank ever built.
We can put a dollar value on fuel, repairs and shipping
fees but putting a dollar value on the crews that operate the
tanks, and the infantry they protect, is obscene.
Adrian Quilty
New South Wales
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letters

Sir: I note the letter from ex-reservist Craig Lynch [Defender,
Winter 2006] suggesting the Government needs to extend the
provision of tax-free income to full-time ADF members as
well as reservists. The thrust of his argument has merit and
is worth exploring further.
The Armed Forces Federation of Australia (ArFFA)
offered similar advice at the ADF Reserves remuneration
review hearing recently conducted by the Defence Force
Remuneration Tribunal (DFRT). At the conclusion of an
extensive two-day hearing on 31 August 2006, the DFRT
endorsed the ADF proposal (stemming from an original
ArFFA policy) to finally abolish the long established
practice of discounting Reserve pay by 10-15 per cent of
the rates applied to the permanent components of the ADF.
This determination finally recognised the trade and skill
competencies of reservists and aligned their remuneration
accordingly.
The DFRT determination on this matter, in effect, provides
a much-deserved pay increase for all Navy and Air Force
reservists (excluding trainees), and for specified Army
reservists such as ex-permanent members, serving and former
high-readiness reservists and other reservists designated as
fully trained and deployable.
Further, the disabilities associated with employment as a
reservist are now recognised and financially compensated.
There will now be a daily allowance similar to that of Service
Allowance, at a daily rate of $10.00 per day for majorequivalents and below.
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Having been granted leave to intervene on this matter by
the tribunal, ArFFA made submissions to the DFRT strongly
supporting the proposals. The federation also submitted that
if we are to have a level playing field regarding remuneration
within the ADF, the force’s ‘management’ should consider
the payment of Attendance Allowance to permanent
defence force members. ArFFA also noted it is incumbent
on the Government to reconsider their continued denial of
superannuation provisions for reservists – and then go one
step further by making the income of all ADF personnel
tax-free.
No-one validly opposes the determination that competent
and deployable reservists be paid the 100 per cent rate of
pay that applies to their permanent counterparts. But when it
comes to take-home pay for the same work done, it seems we
now have the problem that two categories of defence force
member doing the same work have substantial differences
regarding take-home pay. In effect, the reservist is at least
35 per cent better off in real terms.
The permanent member, on the other hand, is in receipt of
intangible benefits such as superannuation, recreation leave,
long-service leave, and free medical and dental cover. This
also possibly includes subsidised housing although such
accommodation assistance is really just fair compensation
for frequent moves involving little or no choice of location
and the marked variations in disposable income and family
access to social amenity this entails. Hardly a level playing
field but one that can be rectified if those in authority are
prepared to go outside the square.
The best way to overcome these anomalies would be to
treat each category of defence force service the same. That
is, pro-rata superannuation, medical, dental and perhaps
some accommodation assistance for reservists, with tax-free
pay and attendance allowance provided for full-time ADF
personnel.
Problem solved, and what an attraction and retention
incentive this would be for an organisation that aims to be
the employer of choice in a very tight labour market, and yet
one that is fighting deteriorating demographic trends.
You are not alone with your thoughts Craig, but who in
authority has the fortitude to take the initiative?

letters

Graham Howatt
Industrial Officer
Armed Forces Federation of Australia



Sir: The Winter 2006 issue of Defender raised a valid point
about the comparisons between allowances, and more
importantly compensation arrangements, applying to ADF
and police personnel serving together in East Timor (and in
other overseas security or stability operations necessarily
involving whole-of-government efforts). The issue of
appropriate workers’ compensation and rehabilitation
coverage for police serving in these deployments has been
an issue for several years and is as yet still unresolved.
Since joining the UN peacekeeping force in Cyprus in
1964 approximately 3000 Australian Police have served
overseas in peacekeeping, law enforcement and regional
capacity-building operations. In recent years there has been
a significant increase in these numbers and this trend is likely
Defender—Spring 2006

to further increase in the future. As a result of those missions
approximately 100 police are currently receiving some level
of disability pension through the Veterans Entitlements Act
(VEA).
In January 2004 the Police Federation of Australia (PFA)
made a submission to the Senate Foreign Affairs, Defence
and Trade Committee Inquiry into the Military Rehabilitation
and Compensation Bill 2003. In that submission, over
2½ years ago, we expressed concern about the coverage
Australian Police would receive with the advent of the MRCA
and the closure of the VEA. Since that time we have had
several circumstances where there was gross confusion as to
the coverage of police deployed overseas – often alongside
the ADF.
In May 2004 the then Minister for Veteran’s Affairs
indicated that police will continue to be covered by the
Veteran’s Entitlements Act 1986 and the Safety Rehabilitation
and Compensation Act 1988 until a new arrangement
commences. In April 2005 the Minister for Justice and
Customs advised state police commissioners that their
officers then deployed with the assistance mission in Papua
New Guinea would be provided coverage on a like-basis
to that provided to other police officers deployed overseas
through the AFP’s International Deployment Group (IDG).
We had all been led to believe that they were covered by
the VEA. Even though the AFP was apparently aware that the
VEA was not available to police in PNG, they had not told the
various state police commissioners who had provided police.
In June 2006 we were all advised that an amendment was
being made to the Safety Rehabilitation and Compensation
Act, effective retrospectively to 01 July 2004, to provide
compensation and rehabilitation benefits commensurate to
those provided to defence force personnel.
The advice also was that a new Bill, specific for police,
would be introduced into Parliament in the Spring 2006
sitting with passage foreshadowed for the Autumn 2007
sitting. The same advice indicated that, in relation to East
Timor and prior to any new legislation, the Government was
committed to providing this same level of compensation for
injuries or fatalities through ex-gratia arrangements on a
case-by-case basis.
In July 2006 the NSW Police Commissioner sought
an assurance from the Federal Government in respect to
compensation for NSW Police in the event of death, injury or
illness whilst serving in East Timor. The Federal Government
refused and therefore no NSW Police have been deployed.
East Timor or Solomons-type whole-of-government
stability operations in the region are likely to increase
not decrease. Markedly different conditions of service
for the military and the police will become even more
incongruous.
We currently await the proposed Bill which we understand
will be contained within a section of the Safety Rehabilitation
Compensation Act. If the past 2½ years is anything to go
by, the debate around the content of the Bill should be
compulsory viewing.
Mark Burgess
Chief Executive Officer
Police Federation of Australia

on with the military’. The more persistent complainants
were told time and time again that their desire for a spare
tyre or a door-lock was thoroughly unreasonable and was
‘gold-plating’ the requirement. Finally our omniscient CDF
insisted that all car-jacks bought be made of cheap plastic
as an economy measure, and that only ten-year old photocopies of street directories be purchased. When questioned
he snapped that there was no sound operational requirement
for more up-to-date ones as everyone knew none of the cars
would ever be used in action anyway.
Soon the new DFAT structure became dysfunctional under
the weight of all the internal contradictions inflicted. But our
CDF dynast could rely on his trusted ex-ADF officers, and
a few laterally-recruited pet academics, to defend his legacy
and the career structure he had entrenched them in. When
his former ADF acolytes started referring to themselves as a
‘diplomatic priesthood’ he applauded and encouraged this as
the status quo. Critics among the real diplomats were simply
derided as mere malcontents and troublemakers.
The masterpiece of his reorganisation over the long term
was his careful selection and grooming of some careerist
diplomats who saw which way the wind was blowing and
changed course accordingly. These ‘Uncle Toms’ were
promoted to higher and higher rank. They could then be relied
on to discreetly punish junior diplomats who protested the
destruction of diplomatic professionalism and the decline in
Australia’s proud diplomatic capabilities.
Of course not everything went swimmingly with
Australia’s international intercourse. For decades, every
few years, various parliamentary and official inquiries
were regularly needed to tinker with the unworkable DFAT
structure. Luckily our CDF's disciples were able to rely on
the short attention span of Cabinet. This coterie of ex-ADF
officers, academics and Uncle Toms were able to keep
snowing thoroughly over-worked Ministers as to the real
cause of DFAT’s by now deep-seated cultural and structural
problems.
My daydream reverie was eventually disturbed, however,
by the simple reality that no responsible Prime-Minister
would ever allow a CDF such destructive latitude and then
ignore the subsequent problems for decades. Neither would
any Minister for Foreign Affairs with integrity preside over
or defend such an enduring national scandal.
After all, this would be just like authorising an arrogant
diplomat with no real military experience to have an
unfettered mandate to ignore military professional expertise
and completely change the way Australia planned and
managed its defence, how the defence force was structured
and equipped, and how it should actually have to fight. That
would never do would it?
Mrs Frank Furphy
Australian Capital Territory
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Sir: The review of Peter Edwards’ biography of Sir Arthur
Tange [Defender, Autumn 2006] reminded me of an
interesting daydream I once had. This involved a Government
‘doing a Tange’ back on DFAT from whence Tange originally
came. A newly-elected prime-minister with reformist
pretensions, and perhaps spurred on by an anti-diplomat
mindset, authorised the CDF to completely reorganise
Australia’s entire diplomatic and trade facilitation structures,
on his own, and without having to consult with anyone or be
accountable for his actions, ever.
With such mandarin-type powers our CDF abolished,
amalgamated and gutted DFAT divisions and branches willy
nilly. He appointed former and serving ADF officers as high
commissioners and ambassadors as he liked, and ordered the
diplomatic finishing school to replace negotiation skills with
infantry minor tactics training. In an enduring masterpiece of
empire building he quadrupled the number of SES positions
and appointed ex-ADF officers to nearly all the new jobs.
All the senior and experienced diplomats who opposed his
wholesale changes and wanted genuine reform instead were
retired. He then convinced the prime-minister to appoint a
weak and compliant senior diplomat as a type of under-boss
and gave him the glorified title Chief of the Diplomatic and
Foreign Service (CDFS). Finally, he imperiously decreed that
there would be no reviews or changes to the new structure
for seven years.
After a short time the urge to interfere itched stronger
and the CDF thoroughly reorganised the total diplomatic
establishment. He closed down diplomatic posts in countries
he did not like and fiddled with every small detail of how
Australia’s diplomats undertook their roles and tasks in
everyday action. In so doing he suffered not the remotest
twinge of self-doubt. Obviously he instinctively knew best
how diplomats actually undertook frontline diplomacy
under any and all circumstances. Our rampaging CDF and
his willing ex-military minions throughout the department
chose how our diplomats walked, talked, dressed and toasted.
To emphasise their superior knowledge about even the most
obscure technical aspects of diplomacy they specified what
cars deployed diplomats were to drive, how many they
needed, what colours they could be and whether they really
needed luxuries such as spare tyres, door-locks, jacks or
street directories. Ignoring numerous operational experiences
they also instituted a new policy of buying vehicles fittedfor-but-not-with heaters for embassies such as Moscow or
Beijing, and then introduced the same policy concerning airconditioning for the cars to be used in Riyadh and Delhi.
When frontline diplomats complained of the safety,
security or operational utility problems incurred our zealous
CDF sent them scornful memos and sacked the loudest
complainants. Others were exiled to Lagos, Harare and
Rangoon. Whispering campaigns were instituted to destroy
the promotion prospects of incipient critics by claiming
that they were recalcitrant types who simply ‘could not get
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Iraq and a hard place



There are a number of disquieting aspects to renewed
political and public debate about the viability of continuing
Australia’s commitment to the UN-endorsed, US-led
multinational coalition in Iraq. In particular, too often the
motivation for much of the debate, on both sides, appears
to be partisan political advantage rather than objective
and longer-term assessment of Australia’s strategic policy
needs.
As even the most cursory examination of previous issues
of Defender and Defence Brief show, the ADA has for some
time been calling on the Government to better explain
its rationale for extending our military commitment. The
Association has warned on numerous occasions over the
last year or so that public support for the commitment would
inevitably decline if this did not happen. The Association has
also long cautioned that calls to withdraw our troops must
be carefully couched so the insurgents they are fighting do
not come to wrongly believe that increasing their attacks on
Australian troops might hasten their withdrawal.
As the Winter 2003 Defender warned:
While the force-on-force phase of the US-led campaign
to topple Saddam Hussein succeeded beyond nearly all
expectations, the continuing chaos of the subsequent
occupation risks undoing much of the good. …. US
Defence Secretary Rumsfeld’s direction to cut the forces
needed may have appeared to work for the fight but
any campaign also includes the consolidation and the
orderly withdrawal phases. Occupations, even relatively
benevolent ones, soak up forces until a semblance
of street-level law and order is reimposed and public
confidence is restored enough for some semblance of
normality to return. The corrupting nature and longevity
of Saddam Hussein’s regime, and the Sunni-Shia schism
in Iraq, has contributed to the problem as there is little
enduring civil society to fall back on for rebuilding.
Unless this situation is fixed quickly, the US risks
replicating the British quitting of Aden in 1968 on a large
scale, rather than midwifing the first of a new order of
democracies throughout the Middle East. …. Growing
Iraqi impatience and even antipathy to their liberators
may be in no small part due to many Iraqis just wanting
enough order re-imposed, however temporarily, so they
can eat, drink and work before moving forward to rebuild
and democratise Iraq. …. If it all turns to disaster it may
be morally and politically difficult for Australia to avoid
shouldering a greater burden in the consolidation phase
of the campaign.
The war has not gone well but few do. All wars are contests
of will and end when one side gives up. The key questions
now concern whether the original strategic objectives of
the US-led coalition are still achievable with more effort
or whether they need modifying or re-prioritising. The key
supporting judgement is whether a coalition withdrawal
Defender—Spring 2006

would risk greater strategic dangers in the long-term from
Islamist extremism. Such a judgement must take into
account whether the continued coalition presence in Iraq
is assisting Islamist recruitment, whether this is temporary
or permanent, and whether a dysfunctional Iraq following
a coalition withdrawal might actually become a territorial
sanctuary for such terrorism as Afghanistan was under the
Taliban. This said, some of the sillier or simplistic ideas being
floated as alternative policies do not pass either the laugh
or commonsense tests. Calls, for example, to get the UN to
take over the rebuilding of Iraqi civil society simply ignore
that attacks by Sunni-Arab extremists long ago bombed the
UN out of Iraq.
Whether Australia’s military commitment to Iraq should
be continued or wound down is a very complex and nuanced
subject – and one intimately related to our participation and
responsibilities in the wider struggle with Islamist terrorism.
Unfortunately acknowledgement of this complexity continues
to be absent from much of the public debate. 

The many dilemmas about
North Korea

North Korea’s testing of low-yield nuclear weapons poses
serious strategic problems. The Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty (NPT) continues to unravel and the longer-term
pressure on Japan to formally field its own nuclear deterrent
can only increase. Such an action would not be well accepted
in China, South Korea and the US. Japan’s current position
that it is foreswearing such an option appears noble, but
whether this can be sustained indefinitely in the face of a
growing North Korean threat, and the failure of China to
rein in North Korea, is highly questionable. The six-party
talks process is either stalled or splutters on in fits and starts
without much effect on North Korea’s nuclear ambitions or
strategic brinkmanship.
Military action to try and negate North Korea’s nuclear
capabilities would be difficult in practical terms, even
assuming that such action had the approval of all the
principal powers and was endorsed by the UN Security
Council. Problems include the mountainous nature of the
country, the extensive deep tunnels dug by decades of slave
labourers, the extensive defences of a militarist state, the large
offensive capabilities aimed at South Korea and the secretive
nature of the North Korean regime. There is continuing
uncertainty that the necessary target lists are complete, cover
all eventualities, and that such targets can be successfully
attacked and destroyed before North Korea could initiate or
sustain retaliatory action.
The strategic dilemma is that the longer diplomatic
initiatives take, or the longer the option of military attack
is postponed, the greater the risk that North Korea will be
able to miniaturize a nuclear warhead enough to fit in on a
ballistic missile. Not to mention improve its medium and

long-range ballistic missile capabilities in terms of range,
payload, numbers and accuracy.
The common problem with diplomatic pressure, other
international coercive measures such as strong sanctions
on trade, or military action, is that all three options cannot
succeed without Chinese and South Korean co-operation. A
sea blockade, for example, would need significant bases in
South Korea at least, in order to sustain the effort required
over the distances, timescales and climatic conditions
involved. Furthermore, a maritime blockade would be largely
ineffective anyway unless China and Russia were willing
to seal their land borders with North Korea. It would also
be unworkable unless South Korea could be guaranteed
sufficient protection against retaliatory land and air attack
from North Korea.
Both China and South Korea are reluctant to forcibly
coerce North Korea in case this prompts a collapse of the
Kim family regime and/or a final military lashing out by the
regime in its death throes. Both countries also seem to fear
a precipitate or even eventual collapse of North Korea more
than they fear military attack by the North Koreans.
Two stark lessons drive this approach. The first one is
the continuing refugee flows from North Korea into China
following continual famines in the former. This has ebbed
and flowed over the last decade and is on the rise again. The
second lesson is German reunification. The South Koreans
have extensively studied the difficulty that West Germany,
the third-largest economy in the world, had in absorbing East
Germany, the most successful of the communist economies.
The economy of the unified Germany was in the doldrums
for over a decade and has still not really recovered. South
Korea is only the world’s tenth largest economy and North
Korea is by far the worst communist economy and one of
the least successful in the world by any measure.
Moreover, East Germans before reunification at least
understood the West and how a market economy and
democracy worked. They also had a functioning civil society
independent of the communist regime (and often in reaction
to it). South Korea naturally fears having to rehabilitate a
North Korean population with no functioning civil society
outside the ultra-Stalinist, militarist regime of the Kim
family cult. Just treating the mass psychological damage to
23 million people indoctrinated for three generations, not
to mention eventually curing them, is enough to make any
South Korean lie awake at night. 

1970s-style rhetoric from
crooked South Pacific leaders

An unappealing narrow
judgement

The Victorian Court of Appeal’s recent decision in the
case of the self-described ‘Jihad Jack’ Thomas is a cause
for concern. It appears to be based on the belief that the
provisions of Australian domestic law are so sacrosanct that
they can somehow over-ride the inevitable chaos of overseas
war zones. What the ruling effectively says is that no evidence
gathered by Australian police from interviews overseas can
be truly voluntary if the subject is, or has been previously,
held and/or interrogated by a foreign power under wartime
security or similar emergency powers rather than normal
criminal law. The argument is that the nature and conditions
of such foreign interrogation or detention automatically
mean that any interview by Australian authorities, no matter
what care is taken to observe the subject’s rights during the
interview, is exploiting background conditions, pressures
and expectations that are considered as illegally coercive
under Australian law.
Unless clarified, this ruling could easily mutate into a
‘get out of jail free’ card for any Australian suspected of
terrorist activities who is apprehended overseas by foreign
security forces before he can be interviewed by Australian
authorities. It is inevitable that some suspects will be detained
in war zones as captured combatants under the provisions
of the Laws of Armed Conflict, and not the domestic
law of the country concerned or indeed the domestic law
of the capturing or detaining power (under the Geneva
Conventions). The application of the Court of Appeal’s
ruling in such circumstances means no lawful interrogation
of the suspect will be possible until they have been returned
to Australian custody and possibly Australian territory. This
is unworkable and will be a major obstacle to prosecuting
suspected terrorists under Australian law.
In the campaign against trans-national Islamist terrorism,
information from interrogations is gathered for two broad
purposes: evidence to be used later in court, and intelligence
to prevent further terrorist attacks and destroy terrorist
capabilities. The latter may involve admissible evidence but
frequently will not, as it will include hearsay for example.
What is more, to save lives, such intelligence will necessarily
be acted upon using balance-of-probability judgements rather
than beyond-all-reasonable-doubt ones.
The other area of difficulty with the court of Appeal’s
narrow interpretation is what happens when an Australian
is detrained overseas as a suspected terrorist and the country
concerned is unwilling to release him to Australia at that
time or at all. In such a case, interviews might be urgently
required for purposes such as forestalling imminent terrorist
attacks. If such interviews were undertaken by Australian
intelligence agencies, or where these agencies assisted the
detaining power to conduct them, the act of interrogation
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current comment

To paraphrase Oscar Wilde, allegations of neo-colonialism
are the last refuge of a scoundrel. Recent events in Solomon
Islands, and even in New Guinea, amply bear this out.
Australia’s extensive and expensive assistance to our south
Pacific neighbours cannot be successful in the long run while
crooks keep getting elected – in polities where cultural factors
so strongly militate against altruistic imperatives and a sense
of nationhood and civil society that is strong enough to cross
family, clan and tribal lines.
There are, however, few alternatives to persistence and
patience. In Solomon Islands, for example, short of the

extremely unlikely event of that country surrendering its
sovereignty to the UN Trusteeship Council, and the UN
then appointing Australia as the trustee, we are stuck with
the current constitutional system that can result in coalition
governments held together in part by their fear of criminal
indictment if they lose office. 



might taint subsequent questioning by Australian police
seeking to gather admissible evidence for use in court. Given
the international scale of the campaign against Islamist
terrorism, and the intelligence-led nature of it, the Court
of Appeal interpretation is likely to render unworkable in
practice many Australian police interviews of suspected
terrorists conducted overseas. 

Loss of control

Similarly, the chorus of condemnation unleashed by the
control order placed on Jack Thomas largely misunderstood
that this had nothing to do with his successful appeal
against his terrorism conviction. The control order is an
administrative measure to assist with public safety during a
time of increased terrorist threat, as laid down in legislation
firmly based in the defence and national security heads of
power in the Commonwealth Constitution.
As the editorial in this issue of Defender discusses,
confusion in this regard basically stems from the perception
that we are in a normal peacetime situation rather than some
form of a wartime one. Every Australian needs to think
deeply about the essentially wartime rather than conventional
peacetime context of such measures as control orders and
sedition laws. Ignoring these questions or scoffing at them
based on wishful thinking or personal preconceptions does
not make our struggle with Islamist terrorists go away and
does not diminish the common threats we all face. More
importantly, refusing to acknowledge the wartime context
of contemporary security debates foolishly endangers the
rest of us because we do have real, determined and ruthless
enemies. 

current comment

Yet another defence
management review



In mid August the Minister for Defence announced
a Defence Management Review (DMR) chaired by Ms
Elizabeth Proust, assisted by Vice Admiral Chris Ritchie
(Retd), Mr John Azarias and Dr Alan Kallir. Their terms of
reference are to examine and assess organisational efficiency
and effectiveness in the Department of Defence (excluding
business processes in the DMO and the ADF operational
chain of command). Ms Proust has considerable experience
in both business and the reform of bureaucracies at the state
and major city level. Dr Kallir and Mr Azarias are both
very senior executives from the commercial world. Admiral
Ritchie is the former Chief of Navy. The review is to report
to the Minister by the second quarter of 2007 and is attacking
its task with the gusto that fresh minds can bring to old and
entrenched problems.
A separate Defence Business Improvement Board (DPIB),
reporting to the Secretary and CDF, has also been instituted
as a permanent advisory mechanism to ‘foster continuous
productivity improvement within Defence’. The intention
is that the DPIB will not advise on day-to-day management
issues or the management of individual issues or projects,
but will concentrate on reviewing processes to improve
corporate business practices and productivity, and overseeing
the implementation of reforms in these regards. The DPIB
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comprises four senior executives from commerce, the
department’s Chief Finance Officer and Deputy Secretary
– Support, the ADF’s Commander Joint Logistics, and the
department’s Chief Information Officer (currently an air
vice marshal).
Aficionados of the history of the Department of Defence
will no doubt make two observations: we have seen many
such reviews before and most of them have not been
successes – with many not being successful at all. The main
reason for this is that they have largely sought to cure the
symptoms of the disease rather than its inherent recurring
causes. Virtually none of the many reviews of the Department
of Defence conducted since 1981 (at a rate of every 2-4
years or so) have gone back to first principles, and seriously
examined the basic structure and underlying philosophy of
how Australia manages its defence efforts at the corporate
and national strategic levels.
There is, however, one difference with the DMR that
is worth noting. The review team includes no senior
public service officials so it is more likely than most of its
predecessors to be independent of the bureaucratic biases,
for example, that so riddled the 1957 Morshead Review, the
Tange Review of 1974, the Dibb Review of 1986 and the
so-called Defence Efficiency Review in 1997.
The DMR secretariat is, however, being provided by
the Department of Defence. The public servants involved
will have to be kept on a tight leash by the review
team so their influence is limited solely to appropriate
administrative support. Such secretariats in the past have
been inappropriately used by vested bureaucratic interests to
subjectively steer deliberations, hamper objective research,
improperly influence policy advice to the review team
and even, at times, unduly and improperly influence the
recommendations made.
While the terms of reference of the DMR are too narrow
the review is expected to interpret them as broadly as possible.
They will have to in order to achieve anything useful.
The ADA has been invited to contribute to the review
and has done so. The Association has advised that fixing
Defence cannot be achieved without fixing the flaws in
its structure and its supporting core philosophies. The five
major structural flaws are a long history of insufficient
ministerial supervision (instead of three full-time Ministers);
constitutionally and professionally improper arrangements
for managing civil control of the military by Ministers; no
statutory governance mechanisms (such as management
boards) incorporating clear lines of responsibility and
accountability (and appropriate mechanisms to identify
and sack the incompetent); no clear separation between the
administrative and policy organs of the department on the
one side and the strategic-level military headquarters on the
other; and institutionalised, pervasive and grossly improper
civilian bureaucratic interference in military professional
matters – with some degree of the equally improper vice
versa situation.
We will all have to wait and see what the DMR brings.
While the review beavers away we can but hope that this
review will be the one to slash the Gordian knot and bring
true reform to the Department of Defence – rather than just
more tinkering with its hopelessly flawed structure. 

Perspective and sense

Recently there was a flurry of comment concerning some
inappropriate video clips being posted on the Internet by
diggers who had served in Iraq, and on the slightly differing
reactions of the Service Chiefs and the Government to these
clips. There is no doubt that some of the clips were in bad
taste and some showed very lax and unprofessional weapon
handling.
But to put this matter in proper perspective, whatever the
diggers did it pales into insignificance compared to the video
clips of the Islamist extremists we are fighting. Our enemies
behead captives on the Internet and cut their throats on
Satellite TV. Moreover, surely the most disturbing Australian
image to come out Iraq so far was that of the very well-paid,
former AWB Chairman, Trevor Flugge, naked to the waist
and lolling back on his bed brandishing a revolver. 

Kovco inquiry rockets

As expected, Shelley Kovco gave her final evidence to
the inquiry into her husband’s death with all the dignity and
commonsense she has shown through her long ordeal. The
report of the inquiry is expected later this year. It is to be
hoped that the report will lay this sad saga to rest once the
appropriate findings and recommendations are meted out.
The report will hopefully also include appropriate
conclusions and recommendations about the disgraceful
standard of media reporting that has unnecessarily increased
the anguish of the Kovco and Small families, and even worse,
greatly insulted them at times. Some of this has even been
caused by supposed ‘defence correspondents’ and those
concerned seem oblivious to all shame on this matter so far.
Perhaps being named as professionally deficient and grossly
insensitive by the Board of Inquiry might finally give them
sufficient cause to stop and think.
It is also hoped that the report will make strong
recommendations concerning the apparently poor weapon
handling culture in the rifle company concerned, and the
apparent lapses in command, supervision and discipline
involved. The evidence to the inquiry in this regard has
been met with outright astonishment among generations of
professional infantrymen. 

Resuscitating the Armed Forces
Federation
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current comment

The ADF’s representative body, the Armed Forces
Federation of Australia (ArFFA), is facing imminent collapse
due to declining membership and frail but well-intended
leadership. ArFFA was founded in 1984, largely as a result of
the ADF being the only part of Australian society to endure
a four-year wage freeze during the last years of the Fraser
Government and the first years of the Hawke one. Since then,
under governments of both political persuasions, ArFFA has
quietly worked away and achieved much, invariably in the
background, by its detailed and independent submissions to
the Defence Force Remuneration Tribunal (DFRT) – a body,
incidentally, that ArFFA helped create by its insistence on a
more independent and objective means for determining what
ADF personnel deserved to be paid.

The constitution and methods of ArFFA were modelled
on those of the old State police associations and not those of
a trade union. ArFFA has always only made representations
directly at the national level and never at unit or local area
levels (no matter how indirectly). There is deliberately no
provision for strikes or similar industrial action under the
ArFFA constitution. Claims over the years by some ADF
personnel that they have not joined because they ‘thought
ArFFA was a union’, simply portray the gross ignorance of the
members concerned – or is an excuse to cover complacency,
apathy or ingratitude about the salary levels and conditions
of service that ArFFA helps secure and protect.
The membership of ArFFA has always been
disproportionately concentrated at the corporal-equivalent
to major-equivalent level but even the membership at these
ranks has declined. The overall problem is that ArFFA
has become a victim of its early successes, the short-term
individual and collective memories of ADF personnel and
their growing complacency. There are few now serving
who remember the prolonged neglect of ADF salaries and
conditions throughout the late 1970s and 1980s that spurred
the need to form ArFFA as a pressure group to secure reform.
ADF members of all ranks have grown complacent, and
wrongly believe that the salaries and conditions of service
they now have were achieved without great effort by, among
others, ArFFA, and that these benefits can be preserved
without commensurate effort.
If ArFFA collapses the men and women of the ADF
will long rue the day. In a situation where the ‘system’ is
uniquely both the employer and also the representative of
the employees, there must always be an independent body
representing ADF personnel to monitor and contribute to
the deliberations of the DFRT and other bodies. Either that
or most members of the ADF must think they are paid too
much.
This is ultimately a simple leadership issue. Those officers,
senior NCO and senior sailors who have never joined ArFFA,
nor encouraged their junior ranks to do so, have failed to
adequately consider what being a leader in the modern ADF
entails. ArFFA’s first president was a brigadier. Its current
president is a warrant officer. Maybe senior officers were
braver or angrier in the mid 1980s. While nationwide changes
in employment law have played their part in the federation’s
decline, the failure of any ADF officer to currently lead
ArFFA is a shocking indictment on the ADF officer corps
as a body and its members individually.
The hierarchy of the ADF will also rue the day if ArFFA
folds because of its undoubted value in independently
highlighting issues to Ministers, and to the Defence
bureaucracy, that the hierarchy cannot or often fear to air
themselves (for whatever reasons). In November 2001
the then Head DPE (now Chief of Navy) rightly awarded
ArFFA a certificate of appreciation ‘in recognition of the
organisation’s past and continuing contribution in support of
members of the Australian Defence Force.’ Yet this support
from ArFFA is not really reciprocated. As but one example,
ArFFA is not even allowed to address the course at the new
joint Command and Staff College each year to dispel myths
and explain what it is, how it helps and why mid-level officers
in the ADF need to consider assisting by joining and where
necessary leading. 



Help us to help Australia’s Defence
The Australia Defence Association (ADA) is Australia’s only independent and
non-partisan public-interest guardian organisation on national security issues.
Membership of the Association is open to all Australians interested in Australia’s
defence and in effective public debate on national security issues.

AUSTRALIA DEFENCE ASSOCIATION
(ABN 16 083 007 390)
www.ada.asn.au

Founded in Perth in 1975 by a retired Service Chief,
a leading trade unionist and the director of a business
peak body, the Australia Defence Association (ADA)
has long been Australia’s only truly independent
and non-partisan, community-based, public interest
watchdog and ‘think-tank’ on national security issues.
Detail on the aims, activities and structure of the
Association can be obtained from the ADA website
As a community-based guardian of the public
interest, the ADA seeks to promote the development
and implementation of national security structures,
processes and policies encompassing:
• an accountable, integrated and flexible structure
for making national security decisions
• robust means of continually assessing Australia’s
strategic and domestic security situations
• the allocation of adequate national resources to
national security according to such assessments
• the implementation of a defence strategy based on
the protection of identifiable and enduring national
interests
• the development and maintenance of adequate
forces-in-being capable of executing such a
strategy
• the development and maintenance of manufacturing
and service industries capable of sustaining defence
force capability development and operations.
The ADA seeks the support by subscription of all
Australians and the categories of membership are
detailed on the adjacent form. Association members
are spread across Australia and there are ADA
Chapters in many of the larger cities and towns.
The ADA publishes a quarterly national journal
and a monthly bulletin, and also maintains a
comprehensive website. The Association is frequently
called on for media comment and for contributions to
public, academic and professional debates on national
security issues. The ADA is also regularly invited
to make submissions to official and parliamentary
inquiries, especially those conducted by the all-party
Joint Standing Committees on Foreign Affairs, Defence
and Trade; and Intelligence and Security.
The Association maintains regular liaison with
counterpart public interest organisations, research
institutes and scholars in 12 allied and friendly
countries in the Pacific Basin.
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Major Furphy
Floored by events

barked several weeks ago, when scanning Defgram 465/2006
on its swift passage to the relevant co-mingling box. Later
though, he had brightened up when planning how to hoist
them on their own petards.
Now Barney, as VCDF, gets to live on the stellar street
of heritage-listed senior-officer married quarters in nearby
Duntroon. The diggers call it the Milky Way because of all
its three and four-star denizens. In a spirited and practical
manifestation of ‘travelsmart’, Barney now rides his wife’s
mare over Mount Pleasant to Russell each morning and
tethers her up to graze on the hill behind R1, in full view of
all the big offices on the fifth floor. He also tried to stable
her each afternoon in his VIP parking space in the basement
but this proposal did not get far. One of the numerous
deputy secretaries apparently vetoed it because he feared
the door panels of his adjacent Beamer were vulnerable to
a swift equine kick (not that my boss would encourage this
of course). Barney is more inclined to believe it was fear
that Hornet (the mare) might make a suitable, defgram-like
deposit, on the gleaming duco.
My special discreet task from Barney this week has been
to check out which Australian musicians have not chickened
out of going to Iraq to entertain the troops at Christmas.
My boss is an authority on all types of modern music, both
country and western, so he firmly believes finding braver
singers and dancers should not be a problem. ‘Just ignore
all that horse-#*&! about some of them only refusing to go
because they claim to oppose the Iraq war’, he counselled,
using a more well-known euphemism for a defgram-like
substance.
Ever so carefully, I suggested that while musicians to his
taste were invariably possessed of more of a get-up-and-go
attitude to life, this was not necessarily always the case for
their apparently less adventurous, city-bound and generally
more cacophonous counterparts. More dangerously, I risked
the opinion that perhaps the diggers were not all C&W fans,
although probably not so picky about the musical genre of
the female dancers.
Barney, as always, had the last word. ‘The show is not over
till the fat lady sings’, he mused, perhaps in a subconscious
response to the lead singer of the Dixie Chicks, a prominent
American pop-commentator on the Iraq War. 
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major furphy

A big reshuffle has occurred here on the fifth floor at
Russell Offices. The strategic policy staff have been exiled
from the centre of power down to the lower levels and
replaced by the public affairs operations centre. As my boss
Barney (Air Marshal Barney Stoush, the VCDF) noted, with
his inimitable penchant for pithy analogy, few events better
exemplify where the emphasis lies at present.
Barney, as always, has hit the nail on the head. After all
we now live in an era where the Parliamentary Secretary to
the Minister for Defence is tasked to formally open the new
vehicle washpoint at Lavarack Barracks, rather than the area
RSM’s daughter. Not to mention this event being trumpeted
in a full media release to a less than spell-bound press. We
seem to be truly spinning among the froth and bubble of
form over substance.
Yesterday evening after Barney had saddled up and left,
and as we have now had to do for some time, I dutifully
dusted his desk and emptied his co-mingling boxes (recycling
bins in departmental management-babble) into the one area
rubbish receptacle now provided for the whole power suite.
When mopping out the kitchenette I was struck by the thought
that the new cleaning regime at Russell also paints a good
picture of departmental priorities and how the little things
can get very big and out of hand very quickly. The new nineyear corporate services contract for the Canberra area has
meant quite a hiatus in the building being cleaned – as the
incoming contractor waits for their cleaners to be securitycleared. Apparently this will take some time as only holders
of 457-visas from the third-world are available to work for
the new wages on offer and checking their backgrounds is
naturally difficult and time consuming.
This morning, I was a bit late for work and did not get in
until 0715. By this hour, of course, all the Russell carparks
were full and I had to park down past the spooks. As I hiked
up to R1, the lengthy time involved allowed me to mull over
some recent departmental fatwas and spot the connections.
The zeal about co-mingling, the perpetual problems with
out-sourced contracting and the micro-managing of Defence’s
public image started to mesh together in my mind. As I made
the long trudge up the hill, and into the final straight around
Blamey Square, I heard a far-off whinny and was reminded
of a further example, the department’s new ‘travelsmart’
program. This apparently involves (as Defgram 465/2006
breathlessly informed us) travel options plans tailored to the
needs of Defence’s Russell Offices, and features a number
of measurable options and incentives to use healthier, more
sustainable ways of travelling to and from work. This too
struck me as yet another case of the departmental habit of
excessive effort over minutia and the mundane rather than
concentrating on Defence’s core business.
Barney, of course, had been pithy on this contrast too.
‘Don’t these people know there are several wars on’, he had
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Australia's security agenda
John Howard

A

t the recent Global Forces 2006 conference conducted
by the Australian Strategic Policy Institute I was
invited to share some thoughts about Australia’s
security agenda. I started by stating the very obvious and
that is that the core of Australia’s security agenda is quite
straightforward. It is to protect and defend our people, and
our interests, and our way of life. In practice, Australia has
a history of seeing its own security as intertwined with the
security of others and with the forces that shape the global
system.

A global approach

The belief that the protection of our continent and
citizens starts well beyond our shores has formed an
essentially unbroken line in Australian strategic thinking
– from the sacrifices on the Western Front 90 years ago to
our commitments today in places like Iraq and Afghanistan.
Geography alone has never determined our strategic
horizons. Australia’s basic security interests have remained
remarkably stable over time. Beyond the primary one of
territorial integrity, they have involved a global power
balance, favourable to our interests and to those of our allies;
secure sea and air lanes as sinews of peace and prosperity; and
a framework of international norms conducive to individual
freedom, economic development and liberal democracy.
Throughout our history, these goals have given direction
and purpose to Australia’s security agenda, against foes
of various stripes and in very different strategic contexts.
Beyond the core responsibility of the defence of Australia,
the Australian Defence Force has two equally important
responsibilities. One is the capacity to act regionally in the
interests of peace and stability. This has been a fundamental
part of Australia’s security agenda in recent years,
exemplified by interventions in East Timor, Bougainville
and Solomon Islands. The change some years ago heralded a
more assertive strategic posture after a long period of what I
might describe as benign abstinence by successive Australian
governments.
The other responsibility is the ongoing need to join in
coalition operations in different parts of the world when
Australia’s national interests are at stake. Like other nations,
Australia has had to navigate new and diverse security
challenges in the last decade – especially in the five years
since the attacks of 11 September 2001. The threat of Islamist
terrorism has transformed the global security agenda.
Because the nature of the threat is new and different, so it
has demanded new and different attitudes about steps we
must take to keep Australia secure.
12
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Goodbye geographic
determinism

A complex and overlapping set of global, regional and
domestic security issues has been the hallmark of a more
turbulent security environment – at least compared with
what John Lewis Gaddis called the ‘long peace’ of the Cold
War. It is an environment where attempts to shoe-horn
Australia’s national security agenda into a form of geographic
determinism are even less relevant than in the past.
A defining feature of Australia’s security environment
is the growing link between global and regional security
challenges. We observe this on a daily basis – in combating
terrorism and trans-national crime, countering weapons
proliferation, supporting fragile states or responding to
economic, environmental and energy security challenges.
With the shift in economic and increasingly geo-political
weight towards Asia, this intersection of global and regional
security challenges will only become more crowded.
Demands for Australia to engage in a clear-sighted, highlyintegrated and well-resourced strategy of global and regional
activism will only intensify.
A direct attack on Australia by a conventional state
entity, while it cannot be ruled out entirely, appears a
remote possibility for the foreseeable future. The most
immediate security threats to Australia in 2006 come from
the interlocking networks of terror, arms proliferation and
fundamentalist ideology. The struggle against Islamist
terrorism and violent extremism will be a generational one.
While its crucible is in the Middle East, it is a struggle that
has already recast the global security environment in deep
and lasting ways. The best answer to terror and extremism
is to help people, especially in the Muslim world, who are
struggling for security, opportunity and hope. When free
societies fail to support others striving for what we have, we
do not simply fail them. We fail ourselves.
For Australia, Iraq and Afghanistan are both vital
battlegrounds in the fight against terrorism. Australia’s
engagement in these theatres – and in the Middle East more
generally – is important in protecting our interests and
keeping Australia secure. Australian forces are in southern
Iraq helping to secure the foundations of a viable, democratic
future. The handing back of Al Muthanna province to Iraqi
security forces in July this year was due in no small measure
to the courage and hard work of the Australian Defence
Force.
In Afghanistan, more than 500 Australian troops are
currently helping that country meet its difficult security

challenges. These are both dangerous missions and the path
to security in Iraq and Afghanistan will be long and hard.
The level of insurgent and sectarian violence in Iraq remains
very high and the Iraqi Government faces many difficult
challenges to secure the country’s democratic transition and
development.
In Afghanistan, the level of violence, including suicide
bombings, has increased significantly in recent months as
the Taliban and other terrorist groups seek to destroy the
credibility of the Afghan Government. The international
community must continue to support these fledgling
democracies because the implications of failure for the global
security environment are enormous.

A lasting peace in the Middle
East

Amongst the lessons of the 11 September 2001 attacks
was the danger of a turning a blind eye to states wracked
by extremism, fundamentalism and chaos. The aftermath
of the war in Lebanon also demands that all nations refocus
on the two essential conditions for any lasting peace in the
Middle East.
The first is that there must be an unconditional acceptance
throughout the entire Arab world, without exception,
of Israel’s right to exist in peace and security behind
internationally recognised borders. The entire Arab world
– including Syria, Hezbollah and Hamas, and in addition
Iran – must give up forever the idea that the Israelis can be
driven into the sea.
The second condition is that there has to be an equally
unconditional acceptance, including on the part of Israel,
of the need for a just settlement with the Palestinian people
through the establishment of a viable and independent
Palestinian state. Until those two conditions are met, the
legitimate hopes for peace and security in the Middle
East will remain unrealised and the running sore of the
Palestinian issue used vociferously as a recruiting weapon
by extremists.

Countering terrorism

Co-operation among nation-states is still the best defence
against terrorism. Together with our active role in global
and regional institutions, Australia has forged a network of
12 bilateral counter-terrorism agreements – stretching from
Afghanistan to Fiji. Working with partners in South East Asia
to help reduce the risk of terrorism is an abiding priority. Like
other liberal democracies, we have also taken steps to better
secure the home front against terrorism.
Timely and good intelligence is still the best protection
against terrorism. In the case of terrorism, protection is not
only better than cure. There is no cure from a successful
terrorist attack – only mitigation of pain and suffering. All our
actions are based on the premise that Australia will remain
a terrorist target in the years to come. We can expect that Al
Qa’eda and its fellow travellers, especially in South East
Asia, will be persistent and adaptable, probing our security
processes for any weakness.

Countering proliferation

Countering the proliferation of weapons also demands an
integrated mix of global and regional activism. With practical
measures such as the Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI),
we are helping to disrupt trade in weapons, materials and
technologies while also working to reinforce multilateral
export controls and safeguards. Australia is heavily engaged
in supporting international efforts to address the nuclear
brinkmanship of Iran and North Korea.
Iran’s behaviour – in defiance of United Nations Security
Council Resolution 1696 –needs to be met with resolve by
the international community. While Australia is committed
to finding a diplomatic solution, the UN needs to act quickly
and decisively to ensure its own credibility. The challenge
of helping weak and fragile states achieve security and
development is related to almost every threat we face in this
globalised security environment. Again, contributions in
Iraq and Afghanistan reflect Australia’s appreciation that our
interests and responsibilities are both global and regional.

Assisting our neighbours

Australia has a particular responsibility to assist vulnerable
states in our region that confront challenges of law and order,
corruption and weak governance. In East Timor and in a
number of island States in the Pacific, we have been prepared
to act in a robust, hands-on way. Though not without tensions
at times, on the whole, our strong engagement is welcomed
by neighbouring peoples.
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Australia will continue to shoulder the lion’s share of
external assistance to some States. At the same time, we are
under no illusions that their ultimate destiny lies in their own
hands. This perspective underpins the work of the Australian
Defence Force, as well as Australian police, diplomats,
aid workers and others drawn from various Australian
Government agencies working on the ground.

Working together not alone

Clearly Australia’s most immediate interests and
responsibilities lie in Asia and the Pacific, for reasons of
geography but also given the region’s growing power and
importance. Strength through co-operation will remain central
to how Australia pursues its regional security interests. With a
balance of principle and pragmatism, we seek to engage most
substantially with those countries with which our primary
strategic and economic interests reside.
Australia’s alliance relationship with the United States
– an alliance of both interests and values – remains a
cornerstone of our security. For the foreseeable future, no
other country in the world will have the spread of interests or
strategic reach of the United States. Steps taken to strengthen
our alliance in the last decade reflect Australia’s view that
none of the security challenges we face can be met without
American power and American purpose.
Australia has also encouraged Japan to play a greater
security role regionally and globally. This year’s Trilateral
Strategic Dialogue between Japan, Australia and the United
States has added a new dimension to our relationship. As
well as working with Japanese forces in Iraq, Australia has
continued to support Japan taking a permanent seat on an
expanded UN Security Council – as recognition of a more
confident country assuming its rightful place, not only in the
region, but in the world.
The Australian Government as you know has also raised
significantly our level of strategic engagement with both
China and India. China is determined to reclaim its place
in the global system and should be further encouraged to
play a constructive role in the region, including as a crucial
partner in efforts to halt North Korea’s nuclear ambitions.
Australia seeks a strong partnership with China by building
on our shared interests while dealing openly and honestly
on issues where we might disagree.
By any standard, India is emerging as a major regional
and global power. With among the world’s largest armed
forces, the largest navy in the Indian Ocean and a nuclear
weapons capability, it will exert greater influence on our
security environment. Australia’s relationship with Indonesia,
the world’s largest Muslim nation and now its third-largest
democracy, is in the centre of Australia’s security agenda in
South East Asia, not least in the fight against terrorism.
The transformation of Indonesia after decades of
authoritarianism is a remarkable political achievement, too
little remarked and acknowledged in many part of the world.
As a neighbour and friend, Australia will continue to place
the highest priority on supporting the efforts of President
Yudhoyono to strengthen Indonesia’s democratic processes
and economic development.
14
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Rebuilding the ADF

Today’s complex and interrelated security challenges have
placed new demands on Australia’s resources and security
capabilities. The Government’s long-term commitment to a
three per cent real growth per year in defence spending will
see Australia’s defence budget rise to about $A26 billion by
2015-16. This will ensure a more combat-focused, betterequipped and more operationally-ready defence force. The
Government’s recent decision to increase the size of the
Army by two battalions is designed to meet future regional
and global security challenges. Recent events in East Timor
and the Solomon Islands have again shown the sorts of
demands which our regional security environment places
on Australia.
The expansion of the Army will better enable our troops
to sustain operations and to rotate forces so as to be better
prepared for future requirements. It will ensure our soldiers
are better supported and, when they get home, better rested
and prepared to meet future challenges. This increase in the
size of the Army is in addition to the enhanced land force
capability announced last year as part of the Hardened-andNetworked Army initiative. It reflects this Government’s
fundamental reassertion of the strategic importance of the
Army – and indeed of the individual soldier – in Australia’s
strategic culture.
The Australian Government has also invested heavily
in our broader defence capability for the years ahead. This
year’s Budget provided for enhanced heavy airlift capacity
and planned investments will fund vital projects such as new
air combat capability, Air Warfare Destroyers and Abrams
tanks, the first of which were delivered in mid September.
Australia must maintain a high level of operational capacity,
not just with our military but also with our policing capacity.
The recent decision to increase the International Deployment
Group of the Australian Federal Police by some 400
personnel will provide extra capacity to undertake stability
operations and to respond at a moments notice to emerging
law and order issues.
Beyond peace enforcement, Australia’s leadership role
also extends to helping our friends and neighbours in times
of natural disaster and humanitarian crisis. This is an area
where the courage, resilience and compassion of Australian
forces have shone through in recent years – especially in the
wake of the 2004 Asian Tsunami and last year’s devastating
earthquake in Pakistan.

National security begins at home

In the 21st Century national security begins at home
in more ways than one. Not least, it begins with a strong
and growing economy so that we can afford to address the
whole gamut of our security challenges. Australia’s sustained
prosperity – an economy now in the 16th year of economic
growth – has provided the essential capacity to expand the
resources we devote to national security, when and where
they are needed.
In addition to greater defence spending, since 11
September 2001 we have committed over $A8.3 billion to

improving a wide range of domestic security capabilities,
including intelligence, law enforcement, border security and
protection of transport and other infrastructure. Funding for
our domestic intelligence service – the Australian Security
Intelligence Organisation – has increased substantially to the
point where it is now better resourced than at any time since
the height of the Cold War.
The Commonwealth Government continues to work with
state and territory governments across Australia to ensure
that counter-terrorism laws strike the right balance between
protecting individual rights and freedoms, and the right of
the community to be safe from a terrorist attack. The recent
aviation bomb plot in Great Britain has reminded all of us of
the need for vigilance and to constantly evaluate our security
procedures. Like all Western liberal democracies, we need to
provide security without compromising our values and our
way of life, but also remembering that the greatest human
right of all is the right to live.
When people talk about civil liberties, they sometimes
forget that action taken to protect the citizen against physical
violence and attack is a blow in favour, and not a blow
against, civil liberties. The battle against Islamist extremism
in Australia will only be won with a strong combination
of accurate intelligence, effective law enforcement and,
crucially, a commitment to certain shared values across the
whole of our society. Liberal democracies around the world
are having to face challenges at the point where questions
of citizenship, immigration, culture and national security
intersect – what the British writer, David Goodhart, has
labelled ‘security-and-identity issues’.
The maintenance of social cohesion in Australia is both
our greatest national achievement and our greatest national
challenge for the future. We rightly celebrate our cultural
diversity – but this must never be at the expense of the greater
importance we attach to the common values that bind us
together as one people.

How we see ourselves

In the end, what links the different strands of Australia’s
security agenda is not how we see others but how we see
ourselves. Today’s globalised security environment, while it
may have shaken some old prisms and paradigms, has also
brought into sharper focus enduring interests and values
that have served Australia well in the past. In the teeth of
battle, in the cause of peace and in face of human suffering,
a distinctly Australian blend of realism and idealism has
come into its own.
The Government is under no illusions that there are
those who want to harm our country and its people. We do
not underestimate the strategic challenges that confront us
and the tests we will likely face in the future. So while I am
confident that our future security agenda will become no
less complex and crowded than it is in 2006, I am also very
confident that Australia can prevail and prosper. 
John Howard is the Prime-Minister of Australia. This article
is based on his address to the Global Forces 2006 conference
conducted in Canberra by the Australian Strategic Policy
Institute on 26-27 September 2006.
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Reflections and the
path forward for Defence
Brendan Nelson

A

s the debate on Australian values and identity sears
across our country, no one should forget which of
our national institutions and its people have made the
greatest contribution. Although not our nation’s first overseas
deployment, the Gallipoli campaign, followed by stoic
heroism on the Western Front and imaginative manouvre
warfare in Palestine and Syria, forged Australia’s place in
the modern world.
Twenty years ago, when I began my postgraduate
medical life, I spent more than a decade visiting thousands
of Australian homes. In most and certainly in every home
of anyone then over the age of 70, I found black and white
photographs of young (usually) men in smart Navy, Army and
Air Force uniforms. The fading photos adorned mantelpieces
and hung on walls. The young faces stared frequently into
musty, empty rooms and lives that were never lived.
Australia’s identity, our values, beliefs, the way we relate
to one another and see our place in the world – has been
shaped by the service and sacrifices of those who proudly
wear the Australian uniform.
The Australian Defence Force projects force with a kind
heart. And so it is that, more than anything else, which is
the real privilege bestowed upon me by appointment as
Minister for Defence. In the period since my appointment I
have sought to immerse myself in an understanding of the
complex cultural, financial, foreign policy, management,
intelligence and operational issues facing Defence.
In this regard, no community organisation has been more
helpful than the Australia Defence Association. Too often
it is a voice of reason in the din of what passes for public
debate.

intervene and help when asked. Failing States in our region
are potential havens for transnational crime and terrorism.
They also risk evolving humanitarian crises. Whatever the
cultural, political and military differences between countries
throughout the Asian region, we face a common enemy
– terrorism.
Co-operation has always been a priority for us in the
broader region, but now it is essential. Some, for example,
have expressed concern that our Special Forces have trained
with Indonesia’s Kopassus TNI-81 unit earlier in the year.
Notwithstanding some historical reservations, it is the best
Indonesian unit to deal with counter terrorism and hostage
rescue. It is essential that we build robust co-operative
defence ties with countries throughout the region in support
of maritime security, proliferation security initiatives and
counter terrorism, but also disaster relief.
But defending Australia in the modern world also requires
a global outlook and capability. What happens in other
parts of the world has everything to do with us. Terrorism,
subversion and armed conflict are being used to erode belief
in properly constituted governments. A disparate group of
Islamist extremists is seeking to remake Islam’s role in
world order. As such, no responsible Australian government
can turn its back on the recognition that theatres such as
Afghanistan and Iraq are critical to long-term security in the
Middle East, central, and south Asia.
Consideration always must also be given to nurturing our
key alliances, particularly with the United States and Britain.
Australia’s alliance with the US is not just about friendship.
It is also capability. No one should ever forget that. Our key
alliances are to be nurtured, but not in any uncritical sense.

Planning ahead

Recent key capability decisions

The great challenge in defence planning is to be prepared
for the unknown, for it is that which most shape and influence
our future.
The first priority of any government is of course to protect
Australia, its people, interests and values. The average
Australian battling to feed their kids, car loan and mortgage
would see that as ensuring we can repel attack by another
country and protect our borders. In that regard they are right,
but it is not on our borders that defence begins and ends. The
arc of instability extending from East Timor to the countries
of the southwest Pacific demands we are prepared and able to
16
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Since my coming to the portfolio, a number of major
decisions and events have shaped the ADF and its future. This
year’s budget delivered the three per cent real compounding
increase in defence expenditure out to 2016. In a nation
facing collapsing age dependency ratios, this was a difficult
decision but one essential to Australia’s future. It also
represents a minimum commitment.
An early decision was one I am surprised was not made
sooner – the purchase of four C-17 Globemasters. At a cost
of $A2.1 billion, these aircraft will be critical to us getting
our people and equipment where we need them and when.

Queuing up for aging Antonovs or American C-17s is
unacceptable. Our first aircraft will touch down on Australian
soil in early December this year.
Early in my tenure I was briefed by the Department of
Defence on the big ticket items – Air Warfare Destroyers,
the Joint Strike Fighter, Abrams Tanks and so on. But as
a civilian coming to the post I remarked in my first week:
‘What about the soldier’s equipment? I saw a recent story
about guys buying their own gear’. Within three weeks I felt
satisfied of two things. The first is that notwithstanding tastes,
styles, personal choice and direct marketing by companies
unsuccessful in getting a clothing or small equipment
contract, the gear is as good as it has ever been. The second
conclusion I reached was that the clothing section of the
Defence Materiel Organisation (DMO) that delivers the
equipment was in need of major reform.
My instincts on both counts have been confirmed
by everything that has happened since. The three-man
independent team I appointed to look at it, headed by Mike
Harding, identified major problems in the procurement
culture and management and recommended 29 changes. I
am implementing them all to see that the discipline of the
Kinnaird reforms extends to this essential part of the DMO.
Contract discipline, elevating the status of the clothing section
to that of a System Programme Office, appointing textile
engineers, a formal framework for industry engagement, and
the formation of a Clothing Governance Executive including
the Deputy Chief of Army, will result in improved, timelier
decision making.

Operational developments

A number of key operational deployment decisions have
been faced in what is a very busy time for the ADF. There
are currently ten deployments running, of which four are
particularly significant.
We have merged the two operations involving border
protection into Operation Resolute. It seemed illogical to
me that two different operations sought to deal with illegal
fishing and unauthorised arrivals by people. These are now
one, overseen by Border Protection Command (formerly
Joint Offshore Protection Command).
Having spent a day and night on the patrol boat HMAS
Bathurst to get a feel for the day-to-day efforts of those
protecting our borders, I have ordered a review of their Rulesof-Engagement and Orders-for-Opening-Fire. I expect them
to have the authority to use escalating and appropriate force.
Having seen first hand the risks to our defence personnel, it
is clear they need more support from us. In one incident, the
boarding party from HMAS Geelong chased a large vessel at
high speed with various missiles being thrown at them and
long sharp poles protruding. One sailor was left hanging to
the stern at serious risk of attack.
Overseas, the most recent unrest and breakdown of
law and order in East Timor saw the ADF at its best. We
pre-positioned the necessary elements in well-founded
anticipation of violent unrest. When it came the ADF moved
quickly in response to the request from the East Timorese
government. What emerged in the days following the
securing of Dili, however, was the clear need for policing.

I do not want to see Australian soldiers undertaking riot
policing. Since then, the Government has announced a
significant boost to numbers in the AFP’s international
deployment group.
Similarly, the deployment to the Solomon Islands was as
efficient as it was professional. Both these situations remind
us that geography makes demands on our country that cannot
be ignored.
In June, as attacks on and by the Taliban and other AntiCoalition militias in Afghanistan increased, it seemed the
partnership with the Dutch to which we had committed might
need further troops. During the last few months our Special
Forces expressed their admiration for Dutch capabilities.
But from my perspective a further boost to the size of
ground protection element of the Australian Reconstruction
Taskforce (RTF) was a matter of common sense. A further 30
specialists were added to the RTF and an additional infantry
company to protect the engineers while they are employed
on their reconstruction tasks.
Having always been the gateway to South Asia,
Afghanistan is now, in many ways the gateway to the modern
world. We are engaged in a battle with people who are not
only fanatically anti-American, but also anti-Western. They
have hijacked the name of Islam for evil and have attitudes
to women and equality issues generally that are incompatible
with a peaceful world. Hambali, Muklas, and Samudra
amongst others, trained in Afghanistan. They also planned
and carried out the murder of innocent Australians in Bali.
They chose terrorism long before we joined the coalition of
the willing in Iraq.
In Iraq, after handing over overall responsibility for
security in Al Muthanna province we have taken on
responsibility to support the Iraqi forces now primarily
responsible for security there and in Dhi Qar province. We
have continued to train Iraqis in the essential skills involved,
conduct situational patrols and liaise with provincial and
tribal authorities. In a model somewhat like the role the
defence force adopts when called out in the event of a state
of emergency in Australia, the Iraqi Prime Minister may call
the ADF on to re-intervene if an emergency is declared. The
final decision will, of course, come to me through the chain
of command. Our early experience however, is that the Iraqi
army is stepping up to the plate.

Future reforms

Looking to the future, it is clear that Australia needs a
bigger army. This is a position to which the Prime Minister
needed no convincing – he has held that view for some time.
Hence a further $10 billion will be invested over 11 years
raising two more battalions taking us from six to eight. The
two new ones come from splitting and boosting the 5/7th
battalion (as a second mechanised infantry battalion) and
standing up the 8/9th battalion again, which will be motorised
(with Bushmasters) and up and running well within the
decade. Our army’s authorised strength will then approach
30,400. Embedded in the decision will also be the capacity
for growth in the SASR that has been very busy in recent
years.
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Although record sums have now been committed to
capability with long-term certainty and major acquisitions
on the planning horizon, a number of issues remain to be
addressed. These include further rationalisation of ADF
logistics support, net personnel and operating costs, a
rationalisation of force dispositions around the country (on
both operational and recruiting and retention grounds), and
the financial premium that will be required to build the two
new amphibious ships in Australia rather than overseas. I
expect to have these before cabinet progressively over the
coming two years.
At the heart of supporting the front end of defence is the
organisation of the Department of Defence itself. Early in
my tenure the Secretary, Ric Smith, proposed a board to
overlay the department and constantly drive organisational
productivity. To be chaired by Barry Cussack (Oxiana) it is
tasked with focusing on transactional efficiency, the training
of people for the tasks we expect of them and the use of
technology.
In addition to that, I have appointed a time-limited review
of non-operational management practices and decisionmaking processes in the department. I have asked Elizabeth
Proust who is heading this to look at the use of uniformed
personnel in what might be civilian tasks and vice versa. If
there are areas for further outsourcing, what are they and
where might we redeploy staff in an organisation that is
growing?

Fixing the people problems

Perhaps the biggest challenge is people. Recruiting
and retention are the major priorities. I took on ministerial
responsibility for recruiting as I think it warrants the senior
minister’s attention. Having received the Henry report into
recruiting and looked at it very closely, I am convinced we can
do better. Much better. The advertising budget for recruiting
is inadequate. Five years ago Defence spent $42 million on
advertising and attracted 148,000 enquiries. Last year we spent
$28 million for 95,000 enquiries. Further to that we seemed
to have moved from promoting the individual Services to
promoting the ‘ADF’. I have yet to meet a person enthusiastic
about joining the ‘ADF’, but I’ve met plenty proud of a career
in the Army, Navy or Air Force. The advertising itself has also
lost its hard edge. This will change – radically.
The recruiting process itself needs major reform. Why
does it take an average of 30 weeks in a tight labour market?
Young Australians are not going to sit around on the couch
for months waiting for the Navy, Army or Air Force to call
back. The entire process needs re-engineering. More of the
right kind of uniformed people should be in recruiting centres
and career-management in the ADF needs to be more in
tune with the requirements of a 21st century employer. We
must have a greater focus on cadets, Service trades, flexible
posting cycles, superannuation that rewards longer service,
and we must give the Service Chiefs much greater flexibility
in managing their people.

Fixing the finances

Another key priority for me is to see that the Department
of Defence discharges its statutory financial obligations. With
18
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an asset base of $53.8 billion and $3.7 billion in liabilities,
no one should take lightly the qualified financial accounts
since 2001/02, nor the no-opinion disclaimers from the
Secretary and Chief Financial Officer in the past two years.
International accounting standards applied by the Government
to Defence are the highest in the world. But we can do better.
Cash management is excellent, as are estimates of the cost of
operations. But with more than $5 billion in qualified asset
accounting, there is still a way to go.
I expect a much better outcome this year, especially in
relation to inventory (explosive ordinance in particular),
infrastructure, plant and equipment and employee leave
provisions. The uncertainty in recent years stemming from
the income and cash flow statements is also likely to be
substantially addressed.

Buckling down

There is no higher responsibility placed on any Government
than defence. As such it is an honour to be our nation’s
responsible minister. The honour is conferred by not only
working with exemplary Service Chiefs, but with senior
officials and a civilian workforce no less committed to
serving the men and women who wear our country’s Service
uniforms.
Whether it is border protection, regional security,
stabilisation operations, counter-terrorism or humanitarian
and disaster relief, nothing makes me prouder to be an
Australian than to see our ADF personnel doing their job.
My visits to sailors, troops and airmen and women has been
nothing short of inspiring to me, and to those Australians who
have seen media glimpses of the ADF’s efforts.
Since 11 September 2001, our world has changed. It will
take more than a generation to change it back. If we were to
take the view that terrorism, which is but one part of a global
insurgency, is something we address only when it turns up
on our borders, we in government would be failing in our
primary responsibilities.
If we were to accept that Australia is in a relatively remote
part of the world and should leave it to others – principally
the US and Britain – to do the heavy lifting, we would
demean the values given us by earlier generations. Neglectful
indifference to what is happening in Iraq, Afghanistan and
the Middle East will render the next generation hostage to a
force it may never control.
The bombing of the Shi’a Golden Shrine in Samara, a
‘cartoon-led’ jihad, the nuclear ambitions of Iran, Al Qa’eda’s
fomenting of violence in Iraq, recent reaction to the Pope’s
remarks about Islam – wherever we turn, there is evidence
of much to be done on a diplomatic, educational and military
fronts.
None of this is easy. But we have the defence force to
do it. 
Brendan Nelson has been Australia’s Minister for Defence
since 27 January 2006. Prior to this he was Minister for
Education, Science and Training from November 2001 and
before that Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for
Defence from December 2000. Before entering parliament
in 1996 he was a medical practitioner and federal president
of the Australian Medical Association 1993-1995.

Fighting for talent
on a global stage:
A five-point strategy to improve recruitment and retention
Nick Jans and Judy Frazer-Jans

I

n the face of a buoyant employment and a shrinking youth
population that regards the world as its oyster, the ADF
is engaged in a global war for talent.
The magnitude of the challenge is shown by recent official
statistics. Last financial year, the Navy met only 73 per cent
of its recruitment target (415 positions short, down from 86
per cent in 2003/04). The Army – which actually needs an
extra 3000-odd troops for its current six full-time battalions
– was 540 short, meeting 81 per cent of its target (down from
84 per cent). The Air Force did best, at 90 per cent of its target
(62 short, down from 91 per cent). Overall separation rates
have been in double-digits for years, except for a brief period
about two years ago. Last year, the Air Force again did best,
with a separation rate of 8 per cent, with the Navy and the
Army at 12 per cent and 13 per cent respectively.
While it is pleasing to note the effort and imagination
around the issue at the top of the Defence Organisation
(the CDF recently designated recruitment and retention as
the ADF’s ‘biggest strategic challenge’), the ADF’s record
in personnel reform is not encouraging. So many major
studies and programs have been launched in great blazes
of publicity in recent years – such as the Glenn Review
(1998), The Posting Turbulence Review/Action Plan for
People (1999-2002), the Officer Professional Effectiveness
Review for the Army (1999-2000) and the Nunn Review
(2001-2002), to mention just a few – and most sank with
little trace. Not surprisingly, many wonder whether the latest
review of Australian military recruitment and retention will
suffer the same fate.
Our research shows that, given the right opportunities,
the large majority of young officers and Other Ranks would
be prepared to make a long-term commitment to service.
Contemporary Service personnel want what they have
always wanted: a good job, in a good career, with a fair rate
of remuneration and a fair go for their families.
However, turning the personnel situation around is going
to take more than just fine-tuning of existing programs. The
goal posts may be the same but the playing field has shifted.
The work is more demanding and the needs of families are
more complex. Above all, the competition for talent is more

intense. All of this means that, if the ADF wants to hold its
own in the global war for talent, it must embrace the need to
do different things and to do things differently.
This article outlines a five-point strategy that will enable
the ADF to do this.

#1: A new career paradigm

The first and most fundamental need is to bring ADF
career structures into the modern era. Allied to this, the ADF
must provide a career management system that treats the
human asset with the care that such a substantial and fragile
investment demands.
The ADF is trying to run an information-age organisation
using an industrial-age approach to employment. Its
current employment structure is too complex, too rigid, too
sluggish, too stovepiped and too wedded to the notion that
experience equals expertise. All of this is not just a hindrance
to organisational performance and innovation but also a
real turnoff for prospective recruits and ambitious serving
members.
The Army’s officer career development model is an
example of where and why reform is needed. It was
developed for a situation that applied a half-century ago –
when the officer corps drew its junior officers from two major
sources, Duntroon and Portsea; when the graduates of the
latter knew from the start that their chance for advancement
beyond lieutenant colonel were slim; when middle and senior
level staff and policy work was comparatively simple; when
the amount of public investment in early-career intellectual
capital was modest; and when most families were of the
‘single-income’ type.
Although none of the above factors now holds, the model
continues to be applied almost as if it were holy writ. Because
it is essentially an up-or-out approach to career development,
those who become ‘non-competitive’ in the middle of their
careers (and the shape of the professional pyramid means
that this is the majority) have few coherent and purposeful
career options beyond that point. Not surprisingly, many
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contemporary officers find this unacceptable and leave, most
long before they actually face career crunch-time.
Let’s be clear that we are not talking here about minor
career restructuring simply to streamline existing career
or employment streams. Advances in communications
technology and shifts in community expectations about
the nature of ‘careers’ and ‘work’ require a fundamentally
different way of thinking about the composition of
employment. There are huge dividends for employers who
treat these as opportunities rather than problems.
Changes to ADF employment and career structures might
involve concepts such as facilitating career transitions from
and to operational (‘green collar’) to staff (‘white-collar’),
significant re-skilling in mid-career, greater opportunities
for job flexibility for both women and men, extension
of retirement age as a matter of routine, and serious use
of the ‘revolving door’ between full time and reservist
employment.
Other concepts have well-and-truly outlived their
usefulness and must be ditched forthwith. For example,
the Services must move on from the notion of ‘an optimal
separation rate’, whereby separation rates of between 5 and
10 per cent are tolerated ‘in order to maintain a healthy
promotion rate’. The ADF needs every person it can get;
and it must get used to thinking about its recruiting pool as
including the internal, currently-serving population as well as
those who are yet to join. There are ample opportunities for
career satisfaction in a variety of professional fields within
the ADF, enough to satisfy the requirements of even the most
enthusiastic Generation-Y career hopper.
Career management is an allied issue. At all levels, a
comparatively small number of well-intentioned career
advisors manage a comparatively large number of highly
trained professionals, in the face of high operational tempos
and the structural deficiencies discussed above. This is not a
good basis for looking after such a valuable asset.
A different approach to the notion of the ‘military career’
is fundamental to any long-term solution. Without flexible
and fulfilling career opportunities across the total life-cycle,
the rest of the package discussed below will be just loose
rocks in the dam wall. And the converse is true: the right
kind of career structures will provide solid foundation for
the other strategic initiatives to work effectively.

#2: Strong and satisfying jobs

The second strategic need is to strengthen the day-to-day
working environments in ships and units. Few things are
more motivating and satisfying than to be a member of a
cohesive team, engaged in a worthwhile purpose and led by
competent and supportive people. Such an environment has
always been important for capability but, of course, it also
pays off in retention.
Although unit cohesion and supportive leadership is a
traditional ADF strength, the institution cannot afford to rest
on its laurels. The crucial element in creating positive work
20
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environments is to ensure that extraneous administrative
activities that distract junior officers and NCOs from their
leadership task are minimised. The catch cry should be ‘Let
the Leaders Lead’ and it is more important now than it ever
has been.

#3: Improvements to career
transition processes
The third strategic need is to improve the ‘human touch’
in the first and last experiences of Service life.
In terms of induction and early-career training, it cannot
be stressed too strongly that ‘first impressions count’. A
new entrant’s initial experience in the military institution
must make them feel respected and welcomed as well as
challenged. Not only is this important in terms of getting
them to make a commitment to a Service career, but it also
has a public-relations pay off. A new member’s early reports
of how they are being treated will be passed on to their
immediate families and ‘significant others’ who, in turn,
pass the news – either good or bad – on to others. All of this
is part of the informal communication flow that determines
the ADF’s public reputation and its prospects of acquiring
further recruits.
At the other end of the career experience, the old axiom
that ‘the best recruiting sergeant is a satisfied ex-soldier’
holds true even more keenly today. Ex-members return to
the community to tell the story of their experience, and the
ADF’s reputation depends in part on whether this story is
favourable or bleak. And while it is inevitable that some
members will leave because of career dissatisfaction, at the
least the ADF must manage the exit or transition process so
that ex-members’ last impressions are not unfavourable.

#4: Focus on the true needs of
families
The fourth strategic need is to focus on the true needs
of families. ‘Recruit the member, retain the family’ is a US
military slogan that is just as valid on this side of the Pacific.
The challenge to deliver satisfactory support to families
has never been greater, with the often-peripatetic Service
family keenly aware of how the contemporary Service
lifestyle affects opportunities for home ownership, children’s
education and partner career development. Responding to the
challenge will demand much more than simply beefing-up
existing services. In many ways, in fact, the family support
issue leads us back to the first of our initiatives – career
restructuring – and the effect on contemporary family life of
inflexible and overly-complex employment practices, applied
across a large number of locations, in conditions of high
operational tempo. (This is another reason why employment
structure reform must be the priority for action.)

#5: Genuine strategic leadership
from those best placed to give it

All the above issues have been known for years. But, as a
colleague despairingly observed to us recently, ‘they always
seem to wait until a personnel problem becomes a crisis before
doing what is necessary to fix it’. So part of any program
aimed at improving personnel outcomes must consider how
it would be led – and above all managed – differently so that
this time there can be genuine progress.
Therefore the fifth strategic need is to make the Service
Chiefs directly accountable for leading the charge. As the
‘Tribal Chiefs’ of the military institution, they control the
major rewards of promotions and postings. Only they have
the institutional influence and the cultural clout to drive
reform at the crucial middle levels where it often falters,
and to ensure that organisational arrangements are in place
to make it happen.
The era in which personnel management could be done by
any officer after a day or so of handover-takeover is long gone.
Not all personnel managers need appropriate professional
skills and career development, but each Service needs at least
a critical mass of such officers to provide leadership within
the reform process, and continuity of thought and action by
officers who are there for the duration.
In this respect, inter-Service snobbery should not prevent
Navy and Army leaders from taking serious note of how
personnel reform has been carried out in the RAAF. One of
the reasons for its recent superior performance in recruitment
and retention is that, for the best part of the last decade, the

RAAF’s senior leadership has taken a serious interest in the
performance of its personnel system. This has helped to ensure
that many of the RAAF’s personnel management priorities
have been translated into action. Perhaps most importantly,
the RAAF has ensured an appropriate consistency of
leadership and skill within the personnel function. Recent
DGPERS-AF incumbents and their direct subordinates have
usually had previous experience in the personnel function. In
contrast, the Navy’s personnel functions have been headed
by four different DG-level officers in the last six years and,
in the Army’s case, six in six years.

Conclusions

The challenge is considerable but it is well within the
ADF’s capabilities. The ADF can be an ‘employer of choice’
if it bolsters and plays to its strengths of leadership and
‘concern for people’, and if it is prepared to be more flexible
and proactive in its thinking.
How the ADF responds to this challenge will be a major
test of its corporate capability and its much-touted ‘leadership
culture’. The major issue is not so much whether the ADF
has the skill to make all this happen, but whether it has the
vision to see its opportunities as well as its problems, and
the will and skill (especially at the strategic level) needed to
drive true personnel reform. 
The authors have had a long association with the military
institution, as researchers and consultants and (in the case
of the first-named author) as an Army officer. They welcome
discussion through info@sigmaconsultancy.com.
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Crisis contingency plans:
The Lebanon experience
Ian Dudgeon

M

easured on the inter-departmental pendulum, the
institutional relationship between Defence and
DFAT has fluctuated over the years, which is
not suprising given their different cultures and functions.
However, that relationship is now widely viewed by many
in both organisations as warmer than it has ever been, in
part an outcome of their close working relationship in recent
years developing and implementing contingency plans in
response to crises precipitated by natural disasters, civil
unrest or terrorism.
During the last 3-4 years in particular, with one exception,
the contingency plans that were activated were in response
to regional crises. These crises included evacuations due to
civil unrest in the Solomons and East Timor, the medical
evacuations following the Bali bombings, and humanitarian
aid to Indonesia in response to the 2004 tsunami. The
exception was Lebanon in July-August 2006. The outcomes,
in all cases, were highly successful, but Lebanon posed
particular challenges, and delivered notable achievements.
The Lebanon experience is a story worth telling; an overview
follows.
Operation Ramp was the codename given to the evacuation
from Lebanon of Australian citizens and permanent residents
during the 34-day war between Israel and Hezbollah. The
mechanics of the evacuation involved the activation of both
an existing crisis contingency plan tailored for a like-crisis in
Lebanon, and of standing procedures in Canberra for overall
management and co-ordination of the plan. However, because
of the specific nature of the war, considerable additional
innovation and responses were needed.

Contingency plans and
preparations

All Australia’s diplomatic posts overseas now have
standing contingency plans for evacuating Australians from
their country(s) of accreditation in crisis situations. Specific
contingency plans also exist or are drawn up to cover
potential crises during major overseas events that will or
are likely to be attended by large numbers of Australians eg.
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Anzac Day celebrations at Gallipoli, or major international
sporting events such as the World Cup, Olympics, etc. And
separate plans exist for the immediate or early provision of
humanitarian aid and support to regional countries affected
by other large-scale catastrophes, including natural disasters,
or those caused by accidents or other reasons.
In all but very small crises overseas, routine practice is
for the despatch of supplementary resources to posts in the
form of Emergency Response Teams (ERTs) to help manage
the crisis locally. The size and composition of ERTs will
vary, each being tailored to the specific requirements of the
crisis concerned. Members are sourced, as required, from
various departments or agencies, including DFAT, Defence,
DIMA, Centrelink and the AFP. The majority of members
are despatched from Australia, but appropriately skilled
personnel can also be despatched from other regional posts.
The range of skills can include experienced administrators,
consular specialists, mobile communications and technical
teams, medical specialists, psychologists, logisticians and
transportation specialists (land/sea/air), linguists and media
liaison officers. ERTs are usually headed by a senior DFAT
officer responsible to the local Head of Mission (HOM)
for co-ordinating all detailed administrative aspects of the
contingency plan.
The plans themselves are drawn up and periodically
reviewed in consultation with posts by a joint interdepartmental Contingency Plan Assessment Team (CPAT).
The CPAT is headed by DFAT but its membership includes all
other departments and agencies involved in the development
and implementation of these plans. In practice, the very
character of the plans themselves, and the CPAT and ERT,
is such that they are whole-of-government in almost every
respect. Fortunately in the case of Lebanon, the CPAT, in
consultation with our Beirut embassy and other regional
posts, had reviewed and updated their plan within the
previous 12 months, and had incorporated several changes
that would prove important when subsequently put to the
test.

Crisis management
arrangements

Crisis management arrangements at the Canberra end
are comprehensive, and necessarily flexible. The now
well-practised procedure, implemented again in the case of
Lebanon, is to establish an Interdepartmental Emergency
Task Force (IDETF) and a supporting Crisis Centre, both
chaired by DFAT.
The role of the IDETF is to monitor and manage the event,
focusing on the consular crisis and operational response
rather than on political or strategic aspects. The IDETF
meets as often as necessary, including several times daily if
required. It produces daily, or more frequent reports on the
crisis, which keep members, their departments and ministers
informed of developments and key issues involved.
The Crisis Centre (CC) is usually activated concurrently
with the IDETF but can operate in support of DFAT specific
needs. It is the engine room for managing and co-ordinating
the contingency plan, and is usually staffed on a 24 hour basis.
It has dedicated facilities within DFAT headquarters and is
able to communicate directly with all other departments,
agencies and posts involved. For co-ordination and security
reasons, it also has direct access to the DFAT passport and
DIMA border control databases. The Centre’s layout has
work stations for seven staff, including dedicated terminals
for staff integrated from other departments and agencies such
as Defence, DIMA and Emergency Management Australia
(EMA).
Adjacent to the Crisis Centre is DFAT’s Emergency
Call Unit (ECU) with two main roles. First, it creates and
maintains a central master list of the identities, location, status
and contact details of all potential evacuees or persons in
the process of evacuation. Second, it provides an accessible
contact point for potential evacuees overseas and for their
family and friends in Australia. As part of the related
communications strategy, the ECU receives and handles all
public calls to the switchboards of the diplomatic post or
posts primarily involved, and is also the first point of contact
for all domestic calls to the DFAT public enquiry ‘1800
hotline’. The centre has work stations for 25 staff.
Where the number of telephone calls exceeds the capacity
of the ECU to cope (as occurred in the Lebanon crisis), the
workload is shared with the larger, ‘integrated’, Centrelink
call-centre facility in Geelong, whose staff are trained in
these duplicate responsibilities. Because of the widespread
use of mobile telephones amongst travellers, they are now
the primary means of communication by evacuees with those
managing the evacuation (email is the next most common
means of contact). This means of communication enables
direct and timely contact with the ECU which assists the
Crisis Centre to determine who, how many and where the
evacuees are, and how best to help facilitate their evacuation.
This particularly applied in Lebanon.
The Defence-DFAT interface, which is a critical
contributor to the success of crisis plans, works remarkably
smoothly. Within Canberra, the principal point of interface
within Defence is with Military Strategic Commitments
branch within the Russell Offices complex. Branch members
represent Defence on the IDETF, are integrated into the

Crisis Centre, liaise with Joint Operations Command (JOC)
in Sydney for the provision of Defence resources, and liaise
with Defence and the Minister for top-level approvals. The
Defence component of the ERT is known as the Defence
Supplementary Staff (DSS) and will include planners,
logisticians and communications and medical specialists. The
DSS can deploy independently of an ERT and is a valuable
resource available to the Head of Mission. Defence can also
deploy what are called Evacuation Handling Centres (EHCs),
staffed by people-movement specialists to directly manage
the movement of evacuees and transportation providers.

Lebanon – further then ever
before
Notwithstanding our experiences in managing crisis
contingency plans within our region, managing the Lebanon
crisis was significantly different in several ways:
• The first was the scale of the operation; it was Australia’s
largest consular assistance operation ever. Some 5300
Australians and an additional 1240 non-Australian
nationals were evacuated from Lebanon during the 34
days of the war. Our previous largest evacuation numbered
hundreds, not thousands.
• It took place well outside our region; some 10,000
kilometres from Canberra. In effect, it was a Mediterraneanarea operation.
• It was beyond the immediate reach of large-scale ADF
personnel or land, sea or air transportation resources.
The concept of turning on a large-scale ADF-assisted or
protected evacuation, which would be feasible regionally,
was simply not on. Evacuation transport resources,
therefore, had to be found elsewhere. And we were in
competition for most resources with many other countries
(including particularly the US, Canada, and a majority of
EU members) which were also seeking to evacuate their
nationals.
• The evacuation took place while the war continued. This
had a significant impact on the availability and safety of
evacuation routes, and necessitated crucial representations
to and co-ordination with both the Lebanese and
particularly the Israeli governments.
• Evacuees could not be brought directly back to Australia
by air from Lebanon and they had to transit third countries.
This involved negotiating the co-operation of such
countries as Syria, Jordan, Cyprus and Turkey to receive
the evacuees, and temporarily accommodate them pending
their onward movement. Without that co-operation, an
evacuation of this size would have been very difficult,
probably impossible.
• Finally, arranging transport resources, negotiating
the safety of evacuation routes within Lebanon, and
negotiating and arranging the reception and the onward
movement of evacuees in recipient countries, took time,
certainly more time than was the norm with crises in our
immediate region.
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Formidable challenges

The challenges posed by these difficulties were formidable.
But the first challenge was fundamental: how many Australians
were there, who were they, where were they located, and how
to contact them. Estimates put the number of Australians in
Lebanon and potentially eligible for evacuation at between
20,000―25,000. Many, probably thousands, were assumed
to be older Lebanese-born naturalised Australians who had
returned permanently to Lebanon on their retirement. Most
were not registered with the Beirut embassy, had not made
contact with the embassy, and for many their Australian
passports had long expired. The war also coincided with
a peak time for Australian visitors. It was school holidays
in Australia, which traditionally means a large number of
Australian-based people with Lebanese heritage, including
many school-age children, were visiting their families in
Lebanon. And most were staying with their families, not
in readily identifiable and contactable tourist hotels. Few
visitors were registered with the embassy. And even if details
of Australians were known, how many, especially retirees,
were likely to seek evacuation was not known.
In fact, on day one of the war there were some 2500
Australians registered with the embassy. By day five that
number had risen to more than 12,000. Most new registrations
were made through the DFAT website. Others were made by
telephone calls from Australians in Lebanon to the embassy,
but which were routed directly to the Crisis Centre in Canberra
(including the integrated Centrelink facility), or by concerned
family members in Australia to the DFAT hotline. Details
were entered on the master list. Some cases proved to be dual
registrations, or identities and whereabouts given by third
parties proved incorrect. Importantly, through direct contact
with evacuees and by cross-checking with DFAT passport
and DIMA records, the Crisis Centre was able to compile
a more accurate list of who were the potential evacuees,
their whereabouts and contact arrangements. This gave the
Defence evacuation planners something positive to go on.
The process also identified other consular considerations;
many of these involved medical issues, lost passports, and
visa requests for newly married non-Australian spouses or
children born to Australians in Lebanon but as yet without
Australian travel documents.
Ultimately, some 5300 Australians were evacuated by
Australian resources, and a further 651 by British, Canadian,
French, Greek and other assistance, most in the first week of
the war. Many thousands more Australians, including many
who were registered, left Lebanon independently. Fortunately,
many of the latter rang the embassy (in fact, the Crisis Centre)
to advise their movements, or this information was passed
on by families in Australia who phoned the DFAT hotline.
But accounting for all Australians was very difficult. In time,
others were accounted for when they returned to Australia,
by monitoring DIMA records. But it was impossible to track
evacuees who did not register, who moved independently,
and who did not travel on an Australian passport. They, too,
could have numbered in the thousands.
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Evacuation routes

Evacuation routes were also a major challenge. During
the early days of the war, the bombing of Beirut international
airport and the Israeli air and sea blockade generally,
permanently ruled out air evacuation, and initially, any
evacuation by sea. Land evacuation was the only option
at first, but was also dependent on Israeli ‘safe passage’
clearances. The first evacuation comprised a convoy of three
buses and the evacuees included many children and other
minors. The route taken was north to the Syrian border, then
east and south to the Syrian capital, Damascus, then on to
Amman in Jordan. Jordan was selected as the end destination
for two reasons. First, Australia does not have an embassy
in Damascus, and administering in-coming evacuees could
be more easily arranged from the nearest capital where we
did have a mission. However, DFAT did send a number
of staff from Cairo to Damascus, co-locating them with
the Canadian embassy to supervise the transit of evacuees
through Syria. Second, accommodation in Damascus was
limited due to the northern hemisphere holiday season and
more accommodation was available in Amman. All up, a total
of 166 Australians were evacuated via Syria to Jordan.
The majority of evacuees from Lebanon (some 5100)
went by sea on chartered ferries. The earliest departures
took place on 18 July (Day 5 of the war) when the Israelis
first allowed ferries and other designated evacuation vessels
to pass through their blockade during daylight hours. Two
basic routes were used: to Larnaka in Cyprus or to Mersin in
Turkey. Because of the shortage of accommodation in both
countries due to the holiday season, those evacuees wishing
to return to Australia boarded chartered aircraft in Larnaka,
or Ankara and Adana in Turkey, and were flown directly back
to Sydney. Charter flights were organised because seats on
existing commercial flights were not available in sufficient
numbers due to peak holiday season bookings. Also, a Middle
East-based RAAF C130 was re-tasked from other operational
duties to provide general support to the evacuation. Due to
limitations on civil flights from Cyprus, this aircraft was
used to fly some 80 evacuees in two lifts from Cyprus to
waiting charter flights in Ankara, and had the capacity to
move significantly more evacuees if required.
Some 4600 evacuees chose to return to Australia via 15
charter flights. No Australians, including several hundred
living close to the Israeli border in southern Lebanon, were
evacuated via Israel, although for some this would have been
the more logical route. The Israelis did agree to a request
for one medical evacuee to cross their border, but delays in
Israeli approval resulted in the individual being evacuated
by sea through Tyre instead.
The Australian government, as for other governments, was
in regular contact with the Israeli government to inform them
of the whereabouts of Australian residents in Lebanon, and
particularly their evacuation movements. Liaison with the
Israelis was critical to ensure evacuees were not mistaken for
Hezbollah combatants and bombed. The Israelis established
a special co-ordination unit to identify and isolate Australian
and other foreign citizens in Lebanon from military
operations directed at highly mobile Hezbollah targets, but
securing their safety could not be taken for granted. The
Israelis were at war against an enemy whose tactics included

(illegal) extensive use of civilians and civilian facilities to
screen their operations. The risk of mistaken identity or
collateral damage when strikes were mounted, was ever
present. Fortunately, despite the uncertainties and risks, no
Australians – evacuees or those who chose to stay put in
Lebanon – were killed.

Practical lessons

The evacuations were not without incident. Some of the
difficulties included missed evacuations of some individuals
or groups due to misunderstandings as to timings and
assembly points, the handling of split families, caring for
individuals traumatised or otherwise in highly emotional
states due to the tense situation, language difficulties in
some instances, and verbal abuse by some evacuees about
delays in arranging their evacuation. The latter complaints
reflected unrealistic expectations. Making many of the
evacuation arrangements simply took time, and where the
movement of people would or could have involved genuine
danger, movement was changed or delayed until it was safe
to do so.
Australian government resources committed to the
evacuation amounted to some 680 persons (excluding
Geelong Centrelink staff and those already based at overseas
posts), and final costs could be around $A25 million. Of the
persons above, some 460 were involved in running crisis
operations in Canberra, most being from DFAT, including
all 2006 diplomatic trainees. The integrated ECU-Centrelink
call facility operated on a 24-hour basis over 36 days, two
days longer than the war, in order to ensure all loose ends
were covered. The quantity of communications traffic
handled by the Crisis Centre in fulfilling its co-ordination and
management responsibilities was staggering, and included
over 35,000 incoming phone calls, and some 15,000 outgoing
calls
Some 220 officials were deployed by civil air from
Australia as members of ERTs to supplement and support
the evacuation. Most moved on less than 24 hours notice.
These included 92 DFAT and 120 ADF personnel.

Policy lessons

Two other policy issues related to this and other evacuations
should also be noted. First, the Australian government does
not, and did not, charge its citizens for transport costs to
the first point of evacuation, ie. from Lebanon to Jordan,
Cyprus or Turkey. Charter flights from these locations back
to Australia were also provided at no cost where evacuees
could prove they had resided in Australia for one year out of
the past two, and two years in the past five.
Second, government policy is to extend consular
assistance to any Australian citizen or permanent resident
overseas, irrespective of which country’s passport they
might be travelling on at the time. In other crisis evacuations
in future the increasing prevalence of dual citizenship and
access to and use of passports of convenience, is likely to
pose the same major difficulties about how many Australians
are involved, who they are and what are their whereabouts
and intentions, as occurred in the case of Lebanon.

Successful this time but....
Despite the many challenges, and invariably some
incidents, the evacuations from Lebanon were by any
measure an outstanding success. Many factors contributed
to this. They included the sophistication of the contingency
planning and crisis management arrangements both in
Australia and those overseas posts involved. They also
included the personnel involved, their availability, including
their ability to move at very short notice, and the commitment,
sheer hard work and competence of all in the operational and
logistic chains.
The success of the Lebanon experience has lifted the
bar significantly in terms of can-do-will-do expectations
by government, officials and the public alike, wherever
and whenever the next crisis occurs. And from a Defence
perspective, the provision of assistance during such overseas
crises, under the banner of support to inter-agency (Wholeof-Government) operations, is now very much a strategic
role.
In conclusion, back to the interdepartmental pendulum.
The views of Major Furphy, a somewhat crusty but well
known contributor to this journal, who has not always
been uncritical of DFAT, are often a sound litmus test for
measuring the Defence-DFAT-anyone-else relationship. The
story goes that Furphy recently told an audience of disciples
of his grudging respect for DFAT’s handling of the Lebanon
crisis, albeit with Defence support. Shock and awe prevailed
when he added in hushed tones ‘that mob across the lake did
well, they can share my dixie anytime’. The pendulum was
observed to swing at least a couple of degrees higher. 
Ian Dudgeon is a Canberra-based consultant who has
served in both the Defence and Foreign Affairs and Trade
portfolios. He wishes to acknowledge the briefings and
general co-operation received from DFAT and Defence in
the preparation of this article.

BEQUESTS TO THE ADA
Have you considered making a donation or bequest to
the Australia Defence Association?
The Association runs a very lean operation and every dollar
makes a difference. A suitable form of bequest is ‘I bequeath
the sum of $__________ to the Australia Defence Association
(ABN 16 083 007 390)’.
If you have already made a will, you don’t have to
change it; you can simply make a codicil.
The Association can assist with the provision of will or
codicil forms, or referral to a solicitor. Further details
may be obtained from bequests@ada.asn.au
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New Zealand
and the 2006 East Timor Crisis
Zhivan Alach

I

n May 2006, New Zealand troops returned to East Timor,
six and a half years after they had first been deployed
and nearly four years since the last battalion contingent
returned. Given the NZDF’s extensive prior experience in
operating in East Timor how did New Zealand respond this
time and what further lessons were learnt?

Background to the crisis

During the first half of 2006, East Timor was increasingly
riven by civil conflict. By early May, there were indications
that New Zealand would be asked to provide forces for a
potential stability operation and New Zealand Minister of
Foreign Affairs, Winston Peters, noted that it was likely that
New Zealand would agree to such a request.
On 24 May, New Zealand placed a single infantry platoon
on standby for possible deployment in a services-assisted
evacuation. That night, a formal request for assistance was
received from the East Timorese government, after earlier,
confusing requests from various East Timorese politicians.
Australia had already begun advanced preparations for
interventionary assistance by deploying several ships
to northern Australia waters and concentrating ground
forces and air transport support at the major ADF bases in
Townsville and Darwin.
Some concern was expressed at official and political levels
in both Australia and New Zealand as to the size and roles
of any intervention force. These issues were resolved by late
afternoon on 25 May, and soon after Australian commandoes
secured Dili airport as a firm base for operations. Further
Australian forces began to flow over the Timor Sea. On
the following day, 26 May, New Zealand sent a 42-strong
infantry platoon to Townsville for onward transit to Dili. By
this time the Australians already had two company groups
on the ground in Dili.

Arrival in Dili

New Zealand’s infantry platoon arrived in Dili on 27 May
and moved immediately to secure the New Zealand embassy.
The same day, the New Zealand government announced it
26
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would send an additional company group to the theatre. This
flew out immediately to northern Australia.
On 29 May, the NZDF announced that the New Zealand
embassy was secure and some of the initial reinforced
platoon-strength detachment were now engaged in general
patrolling tasks around Dili. Some public concern in New
Zealand was expressed as to why the company dispatched
on 27 May had not yet arrived in East Timor. The NZDF and
New Zealand government responded with the explanation
that the company group would be in-theatre for some time,
so required a period of tropical acclimatisation in Northern
Queensland. There were also apparently issues of movements
co-ordination and operational synchronisation with the larger
Australian deployment.
The 123 members of Delta Company, 2/1st RNZIR, finally
arrived in Dili on 31 May, some six days after the formal
request from East Timor for assistance. Soon after, the initial
infantry platoon was rotated back to New Zealand, and
additional armed civil police were sent.

Evaluating the New Zealand
intervention

Given the above, there are three main issues to consider
when examining the effectiveness and speed of New Zealand’s
initial response: the time taken to place a force on standby,
the time between the force being placed on standby and when
it was first deployed, and the time between deployment and
arrival in East Timor. The initial infantry platoon was placed
on standby on 24 May, flown to Australia on 26 May, and
arrived in East Timor on 27 May. The company group was
placed on standby on 26 May, flown out on 27 May, and
arrived in East Timor on 31 May.
In the time taken between first deployment and arrival in
East Timor this took only one day for the initial rifle platoon.
This was an acceptable timeframe in both operational and
diplomatic terms. However, with the company group,
there was a four-day delay between its arrival in Australia
and its eventual arrival in East Timor. At first glance, this
does not seem particularly speedy and such a period could

be disastrous in other regional evacuation and stability
assistance contingencies.
There appear to be several reasons why this follow-on
force took so long to deploy from Australia to East Timor.
The first is that Australia was the lead nation and provided
the largest contribution to the intervention force. This
meant that New Zealand had to ensure its contributions
synchronised with Australia’s operations. By the time the
company arrived in Australia on 27 May, the Australian
operation was in full swing and the situation on the ground
in Dili was (thankfully) largely peaceful. An additional
company group was perhaps not immediately useful at that
stage, and indeed may have been difficult to integrate into
existing movement schedules.
A second issue related to the roles and activities to
be carried out by the NZDF contingent. There was some
confusion about the specifics of any NZDF role, and these
required negotiations between the NZDF, the ADF and East
Timorese authorities, as well as the authorising Ministers in
all three countries.
The third issue was tropical acclimatisation. This appears
to be a valid reason for some delay. It was initially expected
that the first platoon would carry out merely a short-term
services-assisted evacuation, whereas the company group
would remain in East Timor for some time. Preferably this
would involve some acclimatisation in a tropical climate
before arriving in East Timor itself. It does, however, raise a
separate question: why then did it take until 26 May for New
Zealand to mobilise a company group for such a deployment?
This apparent tardy decision is the crux of the matter.

Such a company would thus have been suitably acclimatised
to tropical conditions by the time the formal request for
assistance was received and approved. If mid-May was
considered too early for such a contingency deployment then
25 May, the day after the request for assistance was received,
was surely too late. By this time it was clearly apparent that
more than a services-assisted evacuation (using the original
platoon group) would be necessary.
The primary reason for this hesitation in providing
a company group to East Timor seems to have been a
misreading of the situation at official and/or political levels
in Wellington. There are several facets to this. First, New
Zealand prides itself on a multilateral, consensual attitude
to multi-national security operations. It is likely that
policymakers at both levels did not wish to be seen as making
moves that might have been misconstrued in some quarters
as overly aggressive, such as mobilising or pre-deploying a
company group to northern Australia earlier. It may have been
felt that even sending a company group to Townsville would
have been seen as firmly indicating an intent to contribute
to a regional stabilisation force – although any number of
combined training pretexts could plausibly have been used to
assuage or deflect such concerns. The infantry platoon, being
tasked with only evacuation duties at first, was probably seen
as being less provocative. But even then, there were delays
in its warning notice and deployment.
There were also concerns about the factional nature of
the fighting in Dili. Unlike the 1999 operation, there was

New Zealand misunderstandings

As noted earlier, there had been signs throughout AprilMay that East Timor was likely to descend into chaos
sufficiently serious to require external intervention of some
kind, even if only to evacuate foreign nationals. It was
always likely that northern Australia, chiefly Darwin, would
provide the base for such assistance, that the ADF would
figure prominently and that, as in 1999, Australia would have
to co-ordinate and lead any coalition of regional partners
offering assistance.
By early May, at least, the situation in Dili had swiftly
deteriorated and it became highly probable that a New
Zealand contribution to assist in restoring order, and not
merely evacuate New Zealand citizens, would be necessary. It
might have been expected that the New Zealand government
would have raised the preparedness for short-notice
deployment of a sufficient force, such as a company group,
much earlier than was actually done.
On 25 May, the Australian Minister of Defence, Brendan
Nelson, noted that the ADF had been ready to go (in
reasonable strength) and provide assistance for some two
weeks at least. Considering the close links between the ADF
and NZDF, and the combined contingency planning that is
generally undertaken for reasons of continuing commonsense
based on numerous historical examples, an NZDF company
group might reasonably have been deployed to Queensland
as a prudent contingency measure by mid-May at the latest.
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no clear demarcation between ‘good guys’ and ‘bad guys’,
at least in media coverage although it seems probable that
diplomatic reporting and intelligence assessments were
much better informed. The New Zealand government was
apparently concerned that any NZDF contribution to a
regional intervention force did not take sides in an incipient
civil war. At this stage it was unclear who still constituted
the legitimate government of East Timor, especially as the
East Timorese President and Prime-Minister were not then
in agreement over the need for external security assistance.
Related to this were issues about the exact roles that would
be undertaken by such an external assistance force.
However, the primary reason for the New Zealand
government’s delay in raising the infantry company’s
readiness notice seems to have been a simple misjudgement
of the level of conflict on the ground. They misread the
signs and assumed that the situation would probably not
require a major intervention. When the situation continued
to deteriorate, necessitating forceful intervention, they were
surprised. This is probably why it took until after the formal
request had been received for the infantry company to be
mobilised. Indeed, it was over a day between the receipt of
the request and the mobilisation of the company.
This seems to indicate that there were still some lingering
doubts in New Zealand (but not Australia) about the necessity
for additional forces and the type of assistance needed,
even when East Timor had firmly asked for such assistance
– and even after the New Zealand government had stated
themselves that intervention was necessary. Oddly, this
happened despite former Foreign Minister, Phil Goff, known
as a supporter of peace support operations and the use of the
NZDF as a legitimate and useful tool of foreign policy, being
the Minister of Defence.
Because it took until 27 May for the infantry company
group to be dispatched, a further delay was inevitable. The
company group arrived in Australia when the ADF was
already busy, and it had to wait in the queue before it could
be further deployed across the Timor Sea.

Other shortcomings

Apart from the issues noted above, the operation also
indicated other shortcomings in New Zealand’s ability to
provide overseas assistance.
Raising the two small groups to a realistically useable
degree of operational readiness seems to have required a
Cabinet decision in each case. This seems to be a mechanism
designed to create undue delays. While the actual dispatch
of forces overseas should be a Cabinet decision, increases
in readiness for such small forces might well be devolved
to senior military commanders, or at least the Minister of
Defence. The fact that an additional increase in readiness
was necessary also indicates that prescribed routine levels
of readiness in the NZDF are insufficient for the ready use of
any force other than the smallest sub-unit strength. Given the
limited size of the defence budget, it may be that the cost of
maintaining realistically-sized forces at more readily useable
levels of deployability for sudden (or shorter-notice) crises
cannot be met within current funding levels. Future crises
28
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might require more speedy commitments and New Zealand
should not depend so much on Australia pulling kiwi irons
out of the fire in this regard, particularly at such a low level
of capability as rifle companies.
Some gaps in the NZDF’s force structure were also
highlighted. The ADF was able to deploy naval units off
East Timor on the night of 24 May, which provided crucial
‘show of force’, command and control, and logistic support.
Even allowing for the much greater distances involved, the
NZDF lacked any such capability; its two frigates were
elsewhere, and its other units were largely useless in such an
operation. Luckily, there is hope on the horizon with the entry
into service of the 9000-tonne Multi Role Vessel in 2007.
Had this ship been in service, it might have been positioned
off East Timor in mid to late May, carrying equipment and
personnel, and able to land forces over the beach (or by
helicopter) within a few hours of receiving the call. Also,
the infantry on the ground would have had proper protection
in armoured vehicles, rather than being forced to rely on
unarmoured vehicles.
There remains, however, the question as to whether the
Multi-Role Vessel, even if it were already in service, would
have been authorised to deploy nearby, given the New
Zealand political sensitivities discussed above. Still, it is
possible that a contingency naval deployment to northern
Australia waters would have been considered as much less
provocative than pre-deploying ground forces to northern
Australia.
Finally, the size of New Zealand’s contribution was also
relatively small. Less than 200 personnel were eventually

deployed in East Timor – less than a tenth of Australia’s
contribution. This was in direct contrast to the situation in
1999, where New Zealand was able, with some difficulty but
much improvisation, to provide a full battalion group and
then rotate that force on four occasions.

Optimum deployment

An optimum deployment to East Timor, using only the
forces actually sent, might instead have taken the following
form. In early May, noting the steady rise in violence, the
NZDF might have deployed a company group (and associated
C-130 air transport) to Australia for tropical acclimatisation,
general contingency co-ordination activities and some
measure of combined tactical exercises. Just as importantly,
this would have allowed combined planning based on a
more certain commitment of forces by both countries (and
in practice a probable firm commitment). This acclimatised
and prepared company might then have been on the ground
in Dili on 25 May, alongside initial Australian forces. If the
entire company could not have been sent at this stage, then
at least one of its platoons could have been sent to secure
the embassy on the first day of the regional assistance force
deployment.
Whether there would have been sufficient spare airlift
capacity to carry New Zealand forces to East Timor is another
question. It is likely, however, that had a New Zealand
company been available and ready in northern Australia by
25 May, it could have been flown to Dili by either RNZAF or
RAAF C-130 aircraft. Alternatively, ADF sealift assets might
have been able to ferry the force across the Timor Sea.
Operationally, additional New Zealand forces, delivered
earlier, would also have increased the patrolling strength and
reaction capacity of the regional intervention force. While,
in the end, there were relatively few deaths in the first days
of the intervention, this might not have been the case. Had
the situation been bloodier, then the relative lack of numbers
on the ground in the first day or so might have caused a high
number of military and civilian casualties.
The second consideration in this regard is the international
strategic and diplomatic dimension. For the first six days or so
of the collective intervention, the vast majority of troops on
the ground were Australian. Press reports of the intervention
around the world emphasised the involvement of Australian
forces. New Zealand, with perhaps 1/30th of the troops in Dili,
was almost invisible. Had New Zealand had a company on the
ground in the first day or so of the intervention, then it would
have been a highly visible contributor. This would have had
largely positive impact on New Zealand’s image around
the world, portraying it as a willing and able participant in
operations to restore peace and stability.
Regional intervention forces need to be regional in both
fact and perception. The limited and somewhat tardy New
Zealand commitment meant there were disproportionate
levels of Australian and New Zealand forces in Dili,
especially in the early stages, and this was too obvious to
all concerned. If two full company groups, for example,
had been deployed to Australia as a contingency step, even
if sent in to Dili at different times, it would have greatly
strengthened the regional nature of the assistance being
provided – and bolstered New Zealand’s diplomatic position
and international status on the ground.

Summing up

New Zealand provided a reinforced infantry platoon
and an infantry company group to the East Timor stability
operation. The first was delayed a few days, the second
almost a week. There was a lack of prior planning and no predeployment to a logical forward base. This was largely due
to government misperceptions of the situation, concern about
the nature of potential fighting, and hypersensitivity about
New Zealand being seen as somehow too interventionist. The
operation also indicated several shortcomings in the NZDF
itself, particularly regarding the mechanisms by which forces
are prepared and mobilised.
New Zealand’s delayed and relatively limited response
was in direct contrast to the Australian one. Australia had
a wide variety forces preparing for weeks beforehand and
could have tackled a broad range of contingencies. In the
end, New Zealand’s indecision and delays did not result in
serious negative effects on the ground in East Timor (this
time), but this was thanks largely to Australia’s large and
rapid contribution. New Zealand must be better organised
and prepared next time. 
Zhivan Alach is a doctoral candidate at the University of
Auckland. His thesis examines the development of defence
policy in Australia and New Zealand in the post-Cold War
period. He has also written on New Zealand’s involvement
in peacekeeping and other peace support operations.
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A state of denial:
A sad legacy for future generations
Peter Criss

T

he imminent acquisition of a replacement fighter
and strike aircraft comes at a time when many
changes in global politics are occurring and when
attempted reforms within our Defence organisation have
been deliberately circumvented.
Several developments triggered this article: one in the
recent past and two currently. The first influence comes from
the deliberate circumvention of a damning Senate report into
military justice and the latter two triggers are the nuclear test
by North Korea, and the RAAF declaring they “won’t need
[an] interim jet”, and announcing that the F-35 Lightning II
Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) will be purchased.
A broad canvas of issues some may say; however, they
are interlinked, which is perturbing. They involve:
• Australia’s small national defence force struggling to
sustain itself through conventional recruiting and retention
techniques;
• the degrading North-Asian strategic environment with its
potential to destabilise the wider region and promote an
arms race;

the sharp end

• already prolific numbers of late-generation Russian fighter
aircraft in the near and wider regions; and
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• a declared decision to purchase the JSF regardless of
risk.
Whilst Australia can do little to shape or indeed even
influence the external strategic situation, our leaders can
address internal failings. Worryingly, there is another very
strong influence which is shaping issues across Defence. This
is a cultural force; characterised best as Defence’s internal
‘culture of denial’. Such a culture was graphically revealed in
the recent Senate Inquiry’s descriptions of different military
justice cases where behavioural patterns of opaqueness,
self-preservation, and arbitrary decision-making processes
abounded. This ‘culture of denial’ pervades all key areas of
Defence; from military justice, to recruitment, management,
capability development and acquisition.
Until now I have been an impartial and silent observer
of Defence Department decision makers, be they civilian or
military, as they work with Government in trying to provide
the best possible level of military capability. My focus is now
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firmly on what legacy we are leaving our future generations.
I have significant concerns.

Military justice

The Senate Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade References
Committee, in handing down its June 2005 report, The
effectiveness of Australia’s military justice system, presented
the Government with the opportunity to make military
justice conform with contemporary Australian community
standards. The Government could have demanded that the
ADF embrace a military justice system that would deliver
impartial, independent and transparent discipline and
administrative justice decisions for all ranks without fear or
favour. The opportunity was squandered. A fair go for all,
the most basic attribute of Australian society, continues to
be denied to those in uniform.
Instead, the men and women of the ADF are now
subjected to an internal propaganda barrage assuring them
that genuine reform is flowing from the Senate report. That
same indoctrination does not explain why the ADF leadership
team urged the Government not to accept critical aspects
of the same report. In CDF’s submission to the Senate he
said: ‘The ADF has a military justice system to support
commanders and to ensure effective command at all times.’
In my view, that assertion by CDF should have been made
subservient to impartiality and transparency rather than the
preservation of a completely in-house and collusive system
of justice. Regrettably, the Government allowed the CDF’s
views to prevail.
While those Senate committee recommendations that were
supported by the ADF’s leadership and subsequently adopted
by Government will incrementally improve military justice,
when compared to the recommendations they rejected, the
approved changes represent mere window dressing. The
military justice system has failed to develop any avenue
of independent redress for the individual. We still have a
closed system whose fairness, efficiency and transparency
is completely dependent on the integrity of ADF leaders, at
all levels.
Impartiality and transparency in military justice decisions
remain wanting despite protestations by Government and the
Department to the contrary. Outcomes can be, and are being,
manipulated and there is no avenue for a truly independent
appeal – the Defence Force Ombudsman will not investigate
a matter if the Department already claims to have investigated

it, and yet all Defence investigators ultimately work under
command of the Chief of Defence Force.
How can we expect young Australians to join an
organisation where a commander’s prerogative can deny
personnel their most fundamental human right – access to
an impartial and transparent hearing and a truly independent
appeal process?

New combat aircraft

Defence’s decision-making
process

The executive decisions that went into rejecting the key
elements of the Senate’s military justice report, and the
apparent adoption of the JSF aircraft, are part of a broader
disposition the ADF leadership is adopting to decisionmaking and general corporate management. The culture of
denial involved represents cause for considerable concern.
With the justice report I support the Reference Committee’s
claim that it constructed a justice system that would have
delivered impartial, rigorous, transparent and fair outcomes.
That is not what the troops received. As for the JSF decision,
one can only hope that a return to the formal acquisition
process will still happen, where all credible options can be
evaluated in a rigorous, analytical, impartial and transparent
manner.
At present I am observing a Defence organisation that
has illusions of invulnerability, one that is suffering from
collective rationalisation, a self-determined morality that
quickly reverts to denial if challenged, and where serving
members are subjected to an over-imposed requirement for
conformity. In this context ‘self-censorship is prevalent,
leading to a false appearance of unanimity, all being
supervised by mindguards.’ These are not my words, Professor
Janis (1973) warned of such systemic organisational failings
33 years ago – it is termed ‘groupthink’.
For the sake of our future generations, these behavioural
traits must be excised. 
Air Vice-Marshal Peter Criss, AM, AFC, (Retd) joined the
RAAF in 1968 and flew over 5000 hours in Sabre, Mirage
and F-111 aircraft. At the tactical level he was both a
squadron and wing commander. At the operational level he
was Air Commander Australia in 1999 and early 2000 during
the successful East Timor operation. Before involuntary
redundancy in late 2001 he headed a study for CDF into the
management of preparedness in the ADF.
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The acquisition of Australia’s new strike/fighter, both as
a strategic element of military hardware, and as a process of
decision making, bears all the hallmarks of the same collusive
and self-referential decision-making environment evident
with military justice.
A recent article by AAP defence correspondent, Max
Blenkin, is cause for alarm. He quotes the Deputy Chief of
the Air Force stating that the ADF will buy the JSF and that
there is unlikely to be a need for an interim solution. The
latter statement I take no issue with. An interim purchase or
lease of strike aircraft, when we already own and have spares
to support our existing strike aircraft, the F-111, for another
decade would make even less sense than the current decision
to withdraw that aircraft by 2010.
In his evidence to a Parliamentary committee recently,
the Chief of Air Force stated that he was concerned about
‘not knowing what it is that he does not know’. Now I am
concerned. Apparently, because CAF says they ‘don’t know
what they don’t know about the F-111’, this is sufficient
justification to get rid of it prematurely. Yet the Aerospace
Adviser to the Minister recently acknowledged that a fully
combat-capable JSF will not be available until around 2018.
Even before the recent North Korean action, the F-111
decision was questionable. It makes even less sense now.
Good risk management is all about knowing what you
know and finding out about those things you don’t know, then
putting in place risk-mitigation strategies that ensure the risks
do not materialise. The F-111 operates under this strategy in
the only true Ageing-Aircraft Program in the ADF.
The germane question is ‘can we support the system at
acceptable cost and risk?’ DSTO and Industry can definitively
answer that question provided those who know are allowed to
provide frank and honest advice without fear of recrimination
or retribution.
Why did we spend hundreds of millions of dollars
procuring life-of-type spares, only to now discard them?
Why did we spend millions of dollars recently installing a
specialised test facility that guarantees airframe integrity,
only to now scrap it? Why did we go to all the cost and effort
of moving the aircraft’s deeper level maintenance to civilian
contractors to now walk away when they are delivering levels
of aircraft availability not seen for many years?
For those who claim the F/A-18 can temporarily fulfil
both roles into this uncertain future, I simply say, think again!
The F/A-18 fleet cannot currently meet its peacetime fighter
availability requirements and further costly structural and
enhancement programs will diminish this availability even
further.
How is it that we can apparently commit to a JSF purchase
when the acquisition risk management procedures for
guaranteeing the integrity of the decision were arbitrarily
deleted by departmental senior management in 2002?

Moreover, the Minister’s aerospace advisor recently
confirmed that no request for price or availability of the F-22
Raptor has been solicited from the United States. Yet the F-22,
in open literature, is credited with superior performance to
the JSF in all respects at near to, or even at, price parity. The
F-22 is even openly acknowledged by the JSF manufacturer to
be superior and it is already in operational service delivering
unsurpassed levels of fighter and strike capability.
Our acquisition bureaucracy is ignoring its own procedures
and appears to be supporting an arbitrary decision to pursue
the JSF regardless of cost, schedule and performance. One is
forced to ask what is driving this agenda? Why spend billions
upgrading the worn out F/A-18 as a stop-gap measure when
a replacement exists now that appears superior.
Whether the JSF is actually cheaper than the F-22 is
irrelevant, since the JSF is not capable of doing the job in
near and wider regions awash with advanced Russian fighters.
The fundamental point must be that no matter how many
JSFs are procured, if the aircraft cannot guarantee control
of the regional battlespace, then what utility does it have for
the ADF?
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New task force
faces biggest killer
Bert Schwarz

A

US Department of Defense report, published in USA
Today on 09 August this year, quoted the head of
the Pentagon’s Joint Improvised Explosive Device
Defeat Organisation as stating that Iraqi insurgents attacked
coalition forces with IEDs over 1200 times in August,
compared with 1100 attacks in July. The report further noted
that IEDs are the top killers of US troops in Iraq. Since 2003
they have caused 1000 military deaths and have wounded
more than 10,000 more US personnel.
The disposal of IEDs is inherently dangerous. The task
requires a certain mindset and attitude as well as adequate
training, doctrine, intelligence and command support. While
the exact figures have not been officially reported, as of
March this year the US Army has had 16 IED technicians
killed in Iraq and it is known that the USMC, USAF and USN
have all taken similar casualties from this small population
of specialists.
Australian forces in Iraq and Afghanistan have been
subjected to numerous IED attacks, few of which have been
reported in the Australian media. We have been fortunate
that there have been no fatalities, yet. In a welcome and long
overdue initiative the CDF has announced the formation of
a specialist task force to counter the overall IED threat both
domestically and with deployed forces. The technically
correct but unimaginatively named Counter-Improvised
Explosive Device Task Force (CIEDTF) has been raised
as a joint formation, sponsored by the Chief of Army, in
recognition of the increased threat posed by IEDs.

the sharp end

An historical struggle
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The ADF’s IED disposal (IEDD) and Explosive Ordnance
Disposal (EOD) capabilities are provided by RAN Clearance
Divers in the Navy, the Engineer and Ordnance Corps in
the Army and EOD specialists in the Air Force. The basic
functions, roles and training are similar across the Services.
At the tactical level there has always been good co-operation
and sharing of information but at higher levels there has been
inflexibility and the defending of single-Service empires.
This has seen previous attempts to co-ordinate and better
integrate ADF IED and EOD capabilities flounder among
inter-Service and even intra-Service mistrust and rivalries.
Many of these deficiencies were discussed in the Winter
2004 issue of Defender. The nascent CIED Task Force
has considerable potential to address and rectify these
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longstanding concerns, especially the lack of understanding
and commitment by senior staff, the need for co-ordinated
training, and the clear operational requirement for a
centralised system of tasking, command and control.
IEDs, including the use of modified military explosive
ordnance, have been the weapon of choice for terrorist groups
going back to the Balkan Black Hand societies, Fenians,
anarchists and nihilists of the late 19th Century. In the current
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan the use of such weapons as
an asymmetric tactic has become prolific, and the spread
of modern but cheap electronics technologies has allowed
non-State belligerents to easily acquire and deploy complex
initiating and anti-deactivation mechanisms.
In Australia, the ADF was responsible for all IED disposal
from World War II to the late 1980s when it started to hand
primacy to state and territory police forces and withdraw
to a supporting role. The ADF also retains responsibility
for identifying and safely disposing of unexploded military
explosive ordnance (EOD) across Australia – including the
large numbers of war souvenirs that still turn up regularly
as echoes of Australia’s significant involvement in previous
conflicts.
Centralised co-ordination and control of the ADF’s limited
IEDD assets is something that has been long sought by many
of the practitioners. The CIED Task Force has been granted
technical control over all CIED-related activities through the
existing deployed headquarters.
It used to be that the geographically spread RAAOC
EOD/IEDD assets were under technical control of Army
Headquarters and had the authority to undertake tasks, in
the civil community, at a moments notice without having
to seek permission from the intervening commands. When
the Corps Directorates were relocated to the Corps schools
this technical control was moved to Logistics, later Support,
Command, which created friction as the technical control was
now at the same level as the headquarters with command over
the assets and the ability to task IEDD assets became a topic
of negotiation. The RAE, RAAF and RAN EOD and IEDD
assets remained under command of their environmental
commands. IEDD assets are a rare commodity and the enemy
does not appreciate the intricacies of tasking across command
and Service boundaries. The nearest suitable IEDD assets
must be able to respond to an IED regardless of uniform
colour or unit boundaries.

The challenge

New focus is vital

In Iraq and Afghanistan improvised explosive devices kill
more troops and civilians than any other type of weapon.
In Australia bombs are still the preferred weapon of the
ideologically-motivated terrorist and the extremist religious
zealot. The personnel tasked with rendering such devices safe
need support that is fully integrated with other operational
and intelligence functions. They also need to be tasked and
commanded in a way that permits sufficient authorities to be
delegated broadly enough to maximise the responsiveness
and flexibility needed for the sudden and diverse nature of
IED incidents. The new Counter-IED Task Force is a sound
initiative and one that is long overdue. It has significant
potential as long as special interest groups are prevented
from directing the emphasis away from the core skills, critical
mass of IEDD operators and modern equipment needed to
maintain an effective CIEDD capability. 
Bert Schwarz is a nom de plume for a retired ADF officer
with many years of operational EOD and IEDD experience,
and almost as many years arguing for a co-ordinated and
cohesive IEDD command and support structure, for those
about whom books are titled ‘Softly Walk the Brave’, ‘Braver
Men Walk Away’ and ‘A Cold Blooded Business’.
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The integration of adequate intelligence support into
the CIED Task Force is an obvious and essential step.
The Task Force is to authorise and co-ordinate all defence
CIED-related interaction with government and international
partners. It is pleasing to see that the ADF liaison positions
within the (Federal Police) Australian Bomb Data Centre
(ABDC) have not been sacrificed. The ABDC has 28 years
experience in developing and maintaining international
contacts and gathering the type of information needed by
the CIED Task Force.
In 1976 there was an unsuccessful move to establish a
Defence EOD School (DEODS). Even the amalgamation
of many Service training establishments in the 1980s and
1990s did not include the four IED/EOD schools. Centralised
Defence EOD training was only approved last year. The
CIED Task Force is now tasked to ‘oversee the development
and validation of all CIED-related training and employment
doctrine’. Perhaps it will wield sufficient authority to break
down the walls.
Given overseas experiences with Islamist bombing
attacks, and with Australia at a state of medium-level alert for
terrorist attack, the domestic risk from terrorist IEDs cannot
be lightly dismissed. The mission of the CIED Task Force
includes ensuring that the ADF is fully prepared to support
domestic security responsibilities. The Task Force has the
responsibility, ‘in consultation with Strategy Executive
staff’ to provide a central ADF contribution to whole-ofgovernment CIED initiatives. Given the significant ADF
commitment to search, IEDD and related skills to major
events such as CHOGM, the Olympic and Commonwealth
Games and the upcoming APEC, this role is unlikely to
diminish for the foreseeable future.
The opportunity should be taken to re-examine and then
decide what, if any, role the ADF should play in providing
general IEDD support to civil authorities. Having handed
primacy for bomb disposal to the police, the ADF’s regional
IEDD capabilities have atrophied to the point where many of
the regional ‘Army Bomb Squads’ have been closed down
or forced to rely on on-call IEDD teams filled out with
superannuated reservists.
In any event the ADF retains the responsibility to defend
its own bases and people from bomb attack. Following recent
terrorist trials in Australia where defence facilities featured
prominently in the target lists seized by police, together with
related reliable intelligence about the targeting intentions of
visiting terrorists such as Willie Brigitte, the ability to provide
IEDD capabilities at ADF bases and other defence facilities
can no longer be discounted.
The CIED Task Force, in conjunction with the relevant
Defence science agencies, is also to co-ordinate scientific
research, capability development and procurement
concerning the countering of IEDs. There is always a risk
that something as new as the CIED Task Force can be swayed
or biased by technology rather than procedures. While the
IED threat is constantly changing, particularly in the area
of remote triggering, current examples in Iraq show that
counter-technology will always be playing catch-up and that
the emphasis must remain on selection, training, equipping
and commanding the IEDD operators. In particular the outline
structure of the CIED Task Force suggests an emphasis on
Electronic Counter Measures (ECM). While ECM is an
important capability against some (but by no means all IEDs)

the CIED Task Force must take care that it does not become
driven by technology or research imperatives rather than a
broader philosophical and operational approach centred on
the safe disposal of these ‘infernal devices’. It is interesting,
for example, that there is a Staff Officer Grade 2 ECM but
only a Staff Officer Grade 3 IED/EOD within the Operations
and Coordination Section of the Task Force headquarters.
Hopefully this does not reflect perceptions of the relative
importance of the two functions.
The issue of EOD is curiously not listed in the mission,
roles or responsibilities of the CIED Task Force. The
clearance of explosive ordnance from the battle area, and
the domestic environment, is a long standing ADF task as
demonstrated by the excellent work of the RAN clearing
demolition charges and booby traps from Kuwait Harbour
and the RAE assisting our Pacific neighbours with the
clearance of World War II munitions.
In the broader sense, two issues need to be clarified.
First, will the CIED Task Force have technical control over
EOD clearance in Australia, where ADF EOD elements are
frequently deployed to identify and safely dispose of military
explosive ordnance located in civilian environments? Second,
will the new Task Force be responsible for unit-level EOD in
Australia, overseas operational theatres, both or neither?
Finally, another area that still requires significant attention
is medical research into IED casualties. According to
US statistics, for example, approximately 75 per cent of
troops involved in an IED attack return to active service.
Work now being conducted, however, shows the long-term
consequences of shock, brain damage and other IED injuries
that are not immediately visible. The CIED Task Force needs
to be given the responsibility to work with health agencies,
both within Defence and more broadly (at least at federal
level), to determine IED-related health issues, and associated
training, doctrine and operational requirements.
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Vale Dorothy Joan Dowson,
MBE, OAM

Vale Captain W.F. (Bill)
Carpenter, USN (Retd)

Joan Dowson, a longstanding ADA Fellow and one of the
original band of visionaries who founded the ADA in 1975,
died in Perth on 11 October 2006 aged 88.
Joan was educated at the Perth Modern School and worked
as a secretary at the Eagle Star Insurance Company while she
studied ballet with the Royal Academy of Dancing, passing
her Advanced Examination in 1939.
A VAD reservist since 1936, Joan served in World War II
with the 2nd/7th Australian General Hospital (AGH) in the
Middle East from late 1941 to early 1943, the 2nd/5th AGH
in New Guinea throughout 1943 and early 1944, and with
the Red Cross Field Force in Australia for the rest of the war
and its aftermath. At the end of hostilities she was attached
to the Royal Navy aircraft carrier HMS Formidable to assist
with the repatriation of allied Prisoners-of-War from SE
Asia to Australia and India. In the Spring 2005 Defender she
recounted these experiences, as one of the four distinguished
veterans who recorded their thoughts and wishes on their first
VJ-Day fifty years before.
An Honorary Life Member of the RSL (1988), RUSI
(1991), Red Cross (1992), and Australian-American
Association (2003), Joan received a Service Award in 1996
in recognition of 50 years continuous service as a member of
the RSL. She was also a long-serving supporter of the Cancer
Council and the Guides and a long-time member of the Royal
Australian Army Nursing Corps Association in Western
Australia and the Naval, Military and Air Force Club. She
served on the State executive of the RSL for 23 years (being
awarded the RSL Meritorious Service Medal in 1991) and
was instrumental in the securing of equal veteran’s benefits
for returned ex-Servicewomen. Joan joined the RUSI in 1947
and served on the State Council for longer than anyone can
remember. In 2005, Joan was awarded Senior Volunteer of
the Year by her local Council of Mosman Park.
She remained very active in the ADA to the last, being a
principal organiser of the Executive Director’s program for
his week-long visit to Perth in April 2006 and introducing
him to a wide range of people he needed to meet. Joan’s
contacts in Perth and her reputation were such that a
recommendation by her as a speaker was enough for most
organisations to promptly issue an invitation. An invitation
to attend a function from Joan was also regarded as an offer
you did not refuse.
Joan lost her only brother Frank, an RAAF pilot, during
the war. After marrying her great love, engineer Major
John Dowson, after the war, she was widowed in 1966 but
never lost her zest for life or her dedication to securing an
adequate defence for the country she loved and served. The
ADA thanks her children, John and Judith, for the sterling
service rendered by their mother and offers its condolences
for her passing.

Captain William F (Bill) Carpenter USN (Retd), a longtime friend of ADA, died recently aged about 88. A native
of Indiana, Bill Carpenter graduated from the United States
Naval Academy in, I believe, 1940. Pearl Harbour saw
him serving in the battleship USS Oklahoma but he had
been granted weekend leave over the critical dates of 6/7
December 1941 when his ship was sunk.
Subsequently, Bill served in the anti-aircraft cruiser, USS
San Juan, during the Guadalcanal campaign and made his
first visit to Australia late in 1942 when the San Juan was
damaged. Bill was, I think, later the last captain of the San
Juan, the name of which is now preserved in a Los Angeles
class SSN.
After leaving the navy, Bill worked in the strategic studies
division of SRI International and was well-regarded as an
East Asia expert. He was one of the principal organisers of
the series of Western Pacific conferences on the security
of sea lanes of communication (SLOC) with which the
ADA became involved in 1983. After attending the Tokyo
conference in that year, I was inveigled into joining the
organising committee with Bill and his colleagues, Vice
Admiral (Retd) Kitamura of Japan, Vice Admiral (Retd) Ko
of Taiwan and Professor Dalchoong Kim of Seoul’s Yonsei
University.
The conferences continued on a roughly 18-month cycle
with ADA hosting the 6th conference in Melbourne in 1988.
With the collapse of the Soviet Union, much of their impetus
was lost but Bill with others believed that they served a
valuable purpose in bringing together professional naval
people, academics and diplomats from the Pacific Rim to
flag issues of mutual concern. The ADA’s direct involvement
petered out in the mid 1990s as the RAN Seapower Centre
took up the Australian end of the involvement and the
Association’s limited resources were focused increasingly
on the Army.
Bill always recognised the importance of the AustralianAmerican alliance to both countries and he was a strong
supporter of the ADA and its work from his home in Virginia.
He continued to work for SRI until well into his eighties and
was near-missed on his way to work by the terrorists who
crashed the Pentagon on 11 September, 2001.
Bill is survived by Mary, his wife of 66 years, and an
extended family. To them we express our condolences on the
loss of a much loved husband, father and grandfather, not to
mention an American patriot.

Neil James

Michael O’Connor
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Somme Mud: The War
Experiences of an Australian
Infantryman in France 1916-1919
E.F.P. Lynch
(Edited by Will Davies)
Reviewed by Dr Peter Stanley

E.P.F. Lynch (Edited by Will Davies), ‘Somme Mud: the War
Experiences of an Australian Infantryman in France 19161919’, Random House, Softback, 347pp., RRP $A34.95
This review republished courtesy of the Canberra Times.
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Edward Lynch was an 18-year-old from Bathurst when
he joined the AIF in 1916. He arrived at the front in France
just after GHQ finally gave up on the Somme offensive,
just in time for the war’s worst winter. The Australian War
Memorial’s ‘Somme Winter’ diorama depicts the notorious
winter of 1916-17, the setting for the first chapters of this
newly discovered classic of Australians at war.
Lynch served as a signaler and runner with the 45th
Battalion from that winter until the war’s end. Twice wounded,
he survived Messines and third Ypres, Villers-Bretonneux and
the great 1918 offensives. At the end of the four-day fight
at Messines Lynch’s battalion mustered just 61 men, many
wounded But the soul-destroying mud of that icy Somme
winter defined the war for him.
Filmmaker Will Davies came across Lynch’s memoir
by chance. Lynch had written in pencil in exercise books in
1921 (Davies thinks as a way of ‘exorcising’ the trauma he
– like all of them – brought home). Lynch had re-typed it in
the 1930s, hoping to publish, at a time when ‘war books’ had
become unfashionable.
Davies recognized the typescript for what it surely is. In
a foreword Bill Gammage, the first AIF’s foremost living
historian, compares it to All Quiet on the Western Front. It is
certainly the most compelling Australian memoir by a frontline soldier. Davies deserves our warm thanks for giving us
a new opportunity to understand the lives and deaths of the
infantry on the Western Front.
Bill Gammage’s comparison with Erich Maria Remarque’s
novel is apt. Also couched in the first-person present tense,
Somme Mud traces the loss by death or wounds of Lynch’s
mates, one by one. It is not consciously ‘literary’, but its power
and economy retains its force across the years.
The men of Lynch’s section, based on real people, are
convincing characters, archetypes who never topple into
stereotypes. (Incidentally, they include Yacob, a Russian
volunteer for the AIF, one of Elena Govor’s Russian
Anzacs.)
Lynch’s gift for graphic description and for candid
reflection makes Somme Mud a source of new evidence. For
example, he uses new slang terms and compares German and
Australian soldiers’ graffiti, pet interests of mine. More darkly,
he sheds new light on men’s behaviour in battle. A sergeant
condones his shooting of Germans – found hiding in newly
captured trenches at Messines – and admonishes Lynch (who
had not shot them) with the advice ‘Your conscience is back
in your pack with the transport’.

Lynch writes without
artifice but with an acute ear
for the vernacular. His mate
‘Longun’ hands out ‘real stark
naked bullock driver abuse’
when he upends a dixie of stew
on himself. When Lynch is set
to cleaning harness for going
absent he writes that he rubs
the horse-chains with ‘spit and
sand and blasphemy’. This is
an authentic old Australian
voice, devoid of the mediamanipulated nationalism of the
one-eyed Oi, Oi, Oi! mob.
But Somme Mud is also
a book worth reading for its
insights into the Great War as a human experience. Describing
a burial party, interring corpses in the Somme mud, he
writes of the dead: ‘Yesterday, mates of men. Today, ‘fallen
comrades’, but mates still in the minds of mates.’ There is
much here to stimulate musing on these men in that war, what
it did to them and what it means to us.
Even if you know the Great War or the AIF, read this book:
it will inform, astound and move you, as has little else since
Leonard Mann’s Flesh in Armour or, indeed, Bill Gammage’s
own The Broken Years. 
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Return to Gallipoli: Walking the
Battlefields of the Great War
Bruce Scates

Pilgrimage: A Traveller’s Guide
to Australia’s Battlefields
Garrie Hutchinson

reviews

A review essay by Dr Karl James
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Although it is easy to think that Australians have only been
carrying out ‘pilgrimages’ to battlefields for the last decade
or so, these journeys have actually been occurring since the
1920s. Initially the numbers were few, but generations have
now travelled to battlefields where Australians have fought
and have died.
Battlefields have their own lure and, some say, their
own feel. People are compelled to visit them for a variety
of reasons. Among the first to make such trips were small
family groups who went to see their son’s grave or memorial.
Former soldiers have also felt the need to return to where they
fought. For many, experiencing a dawn service at Gallipoli
on Anzac Day has become a rite of passage. Historians too,
have long felt the need to visit battlefields and walk the
ground for themselves.
When commissioned as an author for the official history of
Australia during World War II, Chester Wilmot believed that
he would only be able to write about El Alamein if he went
to see the ground for himself. He wanted to think himself
‘into the very atmosphere of the place and spirit of the people
who were there.’ He did not think himself capable of doing
so ‘merely from records and reports’. Commissioned to write
about the Papuan campaign for the official history, Dudley
McCarthy also felt that he had to make a pilgrimage – in
this instance walking the Kokoda Trail and visiting Buna,
Gona and Sanananda. As he put it, he wanted to ‘test the
correctness of his narrative against the ground’. Wilmot and
Dudley would both have been consciously aware that they
were following the example of Charles Bean.
Bean had been a war correspondent during the Gallipoli
campaign and in 1919 had returned to the peninsula with the
Australian Historical Mission. Bean went back to Gallipoli
hoping to solve what he called the ‘riddles of Anzac’ – the
then unresolved questions about the campaign. He later
described the Anzac area ‘as one big graveyard which would
probably be visited by thousands of Australians and others
yearly’. Bean was right; thousands now make the journey,
Bruce Scates and Garrie Hutchinson included.
Both books had their origins on the battlefield: Scates was
inspired by the epitaphs he read on tombstones in Adelaide
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Cemetery at Villers-Bretonneux; for Hutchinson it came
during his first trip to Gallipoli. While both books deal with
battlefield pilgrimages, by nature they are very different.
Scates’s Return to Gallipoli is a scholarly work, which
examines the history of Australians visiting the battlefields
and cemeteries of the Great War, and how the meaning
derived from these pilgrimages has changed over time.
Hutchinson’s Pilgrimage is part popular military history
and part travelogue, discussing Australia’s battlefields from
World War I through to Vietnam.
Both authors are well-qualified to write about their
respective topics. An associate professor, Scates has based
his book on ten years of archival research and survey
responses he gathered from over 700 pilgrims. Although
he is an academic, potential readers should not be deterred
– Scates has a conversational writing style and his work is
very easy to read.
Hutchinson is a journalist and writer who has spent more
than a decade exploring Australia’s battlefields around the
world. His passion for the topic clearly comes through in his
work, as does his extensive travel experience. Hutchinson
also has an easy-to-read style, and he tells an interesting
story. It is here, though, that any similarities between Scates’s
Return to Gallipoli and Hutchinson’s Pilgrimage end.
Return to Gallipoli is divided into four parts. The first
section begins with the death of a soldier, what happens when
a soldier died, how his family was notified of his death and
their subsequent attempts to find out all they could about
how he died or, when a loved one was declared missing,
whether he was actually dead. These were frustrating and
disappointing enquires made first to military personnel and
government officials, and then to Red Cross investigators.
The closest most parents came to saying goodbye to
their soldier-sons was when writing the epitaphs for their
tombstones in the formal cemeteries of the Imperial, later
Commonwealth, War Graves Commission. (The messages

Australian presence, to see what mark we have left and what
stories we have told.’ There are little parts around the world
‘that are forever Australian.’
A large book, Hutchinson’s Pilgrimage has eight
chapters, each covering a different theatre of operations
– Gallipoli, Palestine, the Western Front, North Africa and
the Mediterranean, South-East Asia, Papua and northern
Australia, Korea and Vietnam. (The author is to be
congratulated for including hard-to-get-at places, such as
Tobruk and Kapyong, and not just the well-trodden routes
to Gallipoli and Kokoda.)
Each chapter is divided into three sections. The first
section provides a summary of each campaign or conflict.
These are good summaries and although there are a number
of distracting errors, they are minor and do not deter from
the overall narrative. The second section describes what
travellers can expect to see in these locations with lists
and detailed descriptions of cemeteries, memorials and
museums. This is a very useful reference. Accompanying
the text are large, colourful maps which makes locating
these pilgrimage sites all the easier. There are also many
interesting photographs. The final section in each chapter,
the ‘travel tool kit’, contains some practical travel advice and
references to travel agents, tour groups and other sources of
information. However, it is in this area where the problem
with Pilgrimage emerges.
The book struggles to know what it is. Its sub–heading
sells itself as ‘a traveller’s guide to Australian battlefields’,
but the dust jacket states that it is ‘ideal for armchair travellers
and lovers of history’. It is an ideal coffee table book for
those people with an interest in Australian military history.
As an actual travel guide though, it is too big and heavy to
stuff into a backpack and the travel advice is too brief. Phil
Taylor and Pam Cupper’s Gallipoli: A Battlefield Guide
(1989, 2000) better services pilgrims as does Laffin’s Guide
to Australian Battlefields of the Western Front (1992, 1994,
1999). Other battlefield explorers will still need to take
their Lonely Planet but include a photocopied chapter from
Hutchinson as well.
Return to Gallipoli and Pilgrimage will appeal to different
readers for different reasons. Both have something to offer
and both are certainly worth reading. Hopefully they will
encourage more people to undertake these pilgrimages. 
Bruce Scates, ‘Return to Gallipoli: Walking the Battlefields
of the Great War’, Cambridge University Press, Melbourne,
2006, Softback, 272pp., RRP $A39.95.
Garrie Hutchinson, ‘Pilgrimage: A Traveller’s Guide to
Australia’s Battlefields’, Black Inc, Melbourne, 2002,
Softback, 432pp., RRP $A44.95.
Dr Karl James is the unit profiles writer at the Australian
War Memorial in Canberra.
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on these epitaphs were limited to just 66 characters.) Few
ever saw the graves for themselves.
Some did make the trip, and the second part of this book
looks at these early family pilgrimages to the Western Front
and Gallipoli during the 1920s and 1930s. The first pilgrims
were elderly parents; the fathers were professionals and the
mothers ‘accompanied’ their husbands. These trips were
prohibitively expensive and most Australian families could
not afford them. Instead, subsequent generations have made
the journey on their behalf since the 1960s, visiting the graves
of their great-grandfathers and great-uncles.
The third section of the book examines how former
soldiers returned to their old battlefields, ‘to see old mates
again’, and the history of tours conducted by ex-Service
organisations from the 1920s to the 1960s. Scates also
examines what veterans of later wars make of their time at
Gallipoli, arguing that those who have been on active service
or who have at least trained for it view the battlefield very
differently to civilians; the landscape of Gallipoli is not
‘scenery’, but ‘terrain’. Visiting such sites also reinforces and
honours a veteran’s own sense of military heritage.
With the renewal of interest in Anzac Day and affordable
international travel, young people are now visiting the
battlefields of World War I more than ever before. It has
become an almost spiritual exploration of what it means to
be Australian. ‘It’s like a Mecca, like a pilgrimage’ one young
backpacker told Scates in the final part of the book, titled
the ‘Testament of Youth’. It does not matter whether their
relatives served in the war or not; that they are Australians
is sufficient.
This is a very clever book. Ostensibly, Return to Gallipoli
is about the history of Australians travelling to Gallipoli
and the Western Front, but the book’s subtext is the lasting
legacy of World War I. Reading the many examples of
wartime bereavement that Scates provides, one cannot
help but be moved at the cost and tragedy of war as one
family after another struggled with loss – the loss of a son,
brother, husband or fiancé. This grief fades over time but
never completely goes away. Many pilgrims feel compelled
to make the journey to honour these distant relatives and
provide some closure to their family’s collective memory of
the war. In doing this, Scates discusses issues of grief and
mourning, commemoration, and the evolving meaning of
Anzac. He makes a significant contribution to these debates,
and has built on the work of historians such as Jay Winter,
Joy Damousi, Bart Ziino, Ken Inglis and Richard White.
Hutchinson also writes to a tradition, and is reminiscent
of John Laffin. A writer-come-historian, Laffin had served in
the army during World War II before going on to spend the
rest of his life exploring Australia’s battlefields. In two of
his earliest books, Return to Glory (1956) and Middle East
Journey (1958) he followed in the footsteps of the Australian
Imperial Force and later wrote a number of battlefield
guide books. Laffin and Hutchinson both searched for ‘an
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There have been numerous controversial figures in RAAF
history but perhaps none more so than Group Captain Clive
Caldwell, Australia’s highest scoring ace of World War II.
With 27.5 confirmed victories and many more ‘probables’,
Clive ‘Killer’ Caldwell became a household name during
the war years and was feted everywhere he went. But it was
not the high score that was to bring him later notoriety but
a series of charges laid in 1945 under Section 40 of the Air
Force Act which related to his alleged running of liquor to
units in the islands against orders. The subsequent courtmartial was to end his RAAF career.
Caldwell was always going to be on the wrong side of the
RAAF authorities. Although often portrayed as somewhat of
a maverick, he was destined to be a great fighter pilot and
war hero when the Australian public needed it most. Having
rejected the opportunity of a permanent commission, he
chose to train under the Empire Air Training Scheme so he
could get into action as soon as possible, and this upset the
permanent air force hierarchy who saw this as a snub to the
establishment. Nevertheless, he was to serve with distinction,
first in the Mediterranean theatre where he was initially
posted to 250 Squadron, RAF, in May 1941. Here he began
his fighter career. Within a month, he had claimed the first
of many ‘kills’ and these rose steadily as did his rank and
decorations. He was later to command No 112 Squadron,
RAF where he acquired the rather unfortunate nickname of
‘killer’, an epithet he hated. With his record of 20 plus claims
to his credit, he returned to Australia, tour expired.
After a short spell training new pilots, in 1943, Caldwell
returned to operations leading No 1 Fighter Wing in the air
defence of Darwin. Here he added another seven to his tally
and qualified for ace status in both the Mediterranean and
Pacific theatres, the only Australian airman to do so. With
the war moving north towards Japan, the Australian airmen
were eventually relegated to mopping-up operations which
Caldwell felt were fruitless and he drew the ire of the senior
RAAF leadership by telling them so.
While serving in Morotai, Caldwell traded booze with the
Americans for equipment and luxury items in an effort to
keep up morale and flying efficiency. To make matters worse,
Caldwell and seven other decorated RAAF pilots resigned
their commissions in protest at their operational tasking and
treatment. Perhaps it was petty jealousies or retribution for his
‘tall poppy’ status, but this was the last straw for Air Marshal
George Jones, the Chief of Air Staff. After a damning inquiry
by John Barry, KC, charges against Caldwell were preferred
and a court martial convened in 1946. I found the description
of the court-martial proceedings particularly well presented
considering the usual dry nature of the topic and chapter 13
could well be used as a case study to train junior officers in
such proceedings today.
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Caldwell never wanted his biography written and
threatened to sue anyone who tried. However, since his
passing in 1994, this is the second biography on the ace
to hit the bookstands. In my opinion it is far superior to its
predecessor by Jeffrey Watson titled Clive ‘Killer’ Caldwell
which appeared in 2005. Whereas Watson’s book targets
the popular and general interest market and is light on
research, this book is highly detailed, draws on all available
references and was compiled with the assistance and blessing
of Caldwell’s wife Jean and the Caldwell family. The 13
chapters follow his life in chronological order, with twothirds devoted to his rise to quintuple ace status and the
remainder to his downfall. A prologue describes the book’s
genesis and an epilogue tells of the great man’s internal
anguish in his later life in coming to terms with the human
side of his air combat record. While he held no animosity
towards his victims, nor was haunted by what he had to do
during the war, he remained bitter towards Jones and the
RAAF in general for his subsequent treatment right to his
death.
The book pulls no punches and is very well written
– Kristen Alexander is to be congratulated for her first
effort – and readers will enjoy her literary style. Kristen,
together with husband David, runs a successful Canberra
military bookshop and she is also the Federal Secretary of
the Military Historical Society of Australia. Her interest in
military aviation figures goes back many years.
The book comes complete with detailed appendices of
claims, citations and matters relating to the court martial,
a reasonable index and 50 B&W photographs from the
Caldwell family collection, most of which have never been
published before. Finally, the strong support from Caldwell’s
wife Jean, and the anecdotes and personal commentary from
Caldwell’s contemporaries add life to the story. For those
interested in key personalities in Australian military aviation
history, this book is a must. Highly recommended. 
Kristen Alexander, ‘Clive Caldwell, Air Ace’, Allen & Unwin,
Crows Nest NSW, 2006, Softback, 298pp., RRP: $A35.00.

Possums & Bird Dogs:
Australian Army Aviation’s
161 Reconnaissance Flight in
South Vietnam
Peter Nolan
Reviewed by Mike O’Brien

Peter Nolan, ‘Possums & Bird Dogs: Australian Army
Aviations’ 161 Reconnaissance Flight in South Vietnam’,
Allen and Unwin, Crows Nest NSW, 2006, Softback, 272pp.,
RRP $A35.00
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The most recent bibliography I have seen on Australians
in the War in Vietnam is in Jeffrey Grey and Jeff Doyle’s
Australia R&R: Representations and Reinterpretations
of Australia’s War in Vietnam (Chevvy Chase: Vietnam
Generation Inc, 1991). When you look at this comprehensive
listing of the books and articles resulting from Australia’s
longest war (and mentally bring the list up-to-date with those
more recently published) some trends emerge. In terms of
official history we have been well served and await (perhaps
eagerly) the final volume on the Army commitment. These
histories are worthy successors to those edited by C.E.W.
Bean, Gavin Long and Robert. O’Neill; we have much to
thank Dr Peter Edwards for. But there are evident gaps in
the extent of published unit histories which can never be
expected to be filled by the Official Histories.
Unit histories fall into several categories. Souvenir
pictorial battalion histories were issued soon after unit tours
of duty, in relatively small numbers. You would be lucky to
see them in any school library, even though most have been
reprinted. They are short on analysis and strongly echo the
approach of the Anzac Book. While they may contribute to
history they are more for individual remembrance. Luckily
we have had a crop of more analytical unit histories such
as this volume to help round-out this collection. The ones
published so far are strongly biased towards infantry, armour
and engineers with surprisingly few gunner contributions.
Logistic unit histories – well, there’s a thought! Army
Aviation was essentially an arm (rather than service) in this
war and that makes this book most welcome and almost
overdue.
What are the characteristics of a good unit history? It
should tell the story of the unit, preferably so that it can
be understood by readers who have not shared the same
background and experiences. It should go beyond bald facts
so that it communicates the feeling of the unit and what made
it tick. It should, and this may be a personal view, allow the
soldiers in the unit to tell a large part of the story in their
own words. Readability, honesty, accuracy and the right
atmosphere should be its hallmarks.
This history of the fixed and rotary-wing reconnaissance
aircraft integral to the Australian Army in Vietnam tackles an
important subject and it does it well. Its author has the great
advantage of having served with the unit as an attached RAAF
airman in 1967-68. He has interviewed comprehensively and
used their contributions wisely to tell a large segment of
the overall story. In a unit where officers did the primary
combat job, he has ensured, quite rightly, that it is not just an

“officers’ history” and it is
the richer for that approach.
He has been particularly
successful in producing a
narrative with just enough
external context so that a
reader can follow not only
the progress of the war, but
also the relationship of the
Reconnaissance Flight to
those units that it supported
and their operational
progress. That was not a
trivial task. And Winifred Mumford, who did the maps for
the book, has done a marvelous job.
I consider from my limited personal experience that Army
Aviation pilots in Vietnam were remarkably capable and
mature individuals, perhaps far more mature than many of
their contemporaries on the ground. If I am correct, this is a
fine testament to their selection, training (both flying training
with its RAAF and Army components and, in most cases, the
Officer Training Unit at Scheyville) and their unit leadership.
I have no doubt at all that they contributed disproportionately
to the Task Force’s capability. Perhaps I feel that this book
might err towards excessive humility on this topic. As an
outsider, I would like to give them far more credit.
A few annoying inaccuracies have crept in. Ian Bowring,
Allen and Unwin’s military editor, should not have allowed
“Corps” to be mis-spelt in the preliminaries. Brigadier O.D.
Jackson’s name was Oliver not Owen. 1ATF deployed to
the north-east of Saigon prior to Tet 1968, not north-west.
In terms of balance, it is perhaps natural that the author is
better informed on the period 1967-68 than those that follow.
I also regret that the author has not dealt more with the RAAF
attitude that severely limited the arming of Army Aviation
aircraft during this period; this is a topic that deserves deeper
analysis. On a similar topic, the relationship between this unit
and the often complementary roles of 9 Squadron RAAF is
less than fully dealt with.
The writer of the blurb for this book on its back cover
has wrongly judged its target audience as ‘for all aviation
enthusiasts’. While I am sure that this volume will have
particular appeal to them and to all Army aviators in
particular, all those interested in the important topic of the
employment of the Army aviation arm would benefit from
it. But as well as being an important text for studying the
employment of an all-arms independent brigade, this book
is an entertaining and engrossing read. We must be grateful
that the author has completed this book while most of his
oral sources are still alive. 
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Paul Dibb will need no introduction to readers. He has
been a prominent figure in the national defence debate since
his 1986 Review of Australia’s Defence Policy. Currently, he
is Emeritus Professor at the Australian National University’s
Strategic and Defence Studies Centre. This small (100-page)
collection, published by SDSC as number 16 of the Canberra
Papers on Strategy and Defence, brings together a number of
previously published or unpublished papers written by Dibb
between 2002 and 2005.
The first two chapters, written not long after the Al-Qa’eda
attacks on the United States on 11 September 2001, represent
an attempt to explain what many regarded as a seachange in
international security. Chapter 3 is focused upon describing
the continuing importance of Asia to Australia’s defence
and points to the existence of significant trouble spots in the
region. Dibb notes that, post-Cold War, the most threatening
conflicts are between pairs of Asian nations.
Chapter 4 examines the question of whether, in the light
of apparent changes, Australia needs a new defence policy.
Dibb points to what he sees as a significant clash between
the defence of Australia and its region, and a perceived
push to reconfigure the ADF for global coalition operations.
His concern is that the ADF cannot do both and should be
structured for regional operations.
Chapter 5 looks at the challenges posed for Australia
and the ADF by what he has called the arc of instability to
Australia’s north, while Chapter 6 is the text of an address
to Japan’s National Institute of Defence Studies and seeks
to describe changes in Australian policy over the past two
decades.
The remaining chapters comprise opinion articles
previously published in Australian newspapers and reflect
the author’s concerns about what he clearly sees as a flawed
change of direction in defence planning.
In his earlier chapters, Dibb seems to adopt the once
popular – and populist – view that the terrorist attacks on the
US represented a seachange in international conflict. Upon
reflection and especially after the terrorist attack on Bali,
he adopts the more realistic view that the counter-terrorist
role of the ADF is generally limited except in the context of
participation in distant coalition operations.
With Australia’s involvement in Iraq and the concomitant
push in Australia to expand the Army with main battle
tanks and more personnel, Dibb expresses some alarm. He
perceives a fundamental clash between the force structure
requirements for distant and high-end war fighting, and
the need for the fundamental defence of Australia and its
immediate region. Coupled with this, he sees a danger that
the bipartisan nature of the defence debate in Australia will
be lost.
While I am not persuaded that the clash he perceives is as
significant as he asserts, in one sense his concern is valid. As
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he points out, the demand
cannot be met without
either a risky change in
acquisition priorities or
a substantial increase in
defence funding.
Precisely! Dibb has
usually associated with a
school, largely Canberra and
public service-based, that
has refused to contemplate
a significant increase in
funding. This school does
not believe that Australia
can afford more. But surely,
even if one accepts that the
vast Federal outlays on health, education and welfare are
sacrosanct, there remains considerable scope for economies
by reducing the ‘churning’ of money from taxpayer to
recipient through an increasingly complex, duplicated and
costly Commonwealth bureaucracy. Further, as readers of
Defender, are well aware, the scope for savings through
radical administrative reform of the Defence organisation
itself is substantial.
In some ways, this collection reflects a number of what
seem to this reviewer to be fundamental intellectual flaws
in a defence debate that has an artificially narrow agenda.
The refusal to confront the question of funding is but one
example.
Another is what seems to be an assumption that Australia
can formulate a defence strategy and force structure in
isolation from the real world. Dibb is on strong ground when
he argues, as the book develops, that Australia must lift its
eyes from the focus on terrorism and consider a longer future
when conventional war might become more common. He
points to a number of flashpoints in East and South Asia as
possibly presenting a serious challenge to Australia in the
medium term.
Yet he does not draw the obvious conclusion that the task
of force structure planners must be to present governments
with more than a single set of options for the use of military
force. Of course, this implies that the planners must be
prepared to go to government long before this and say ‘we
cannot provide what could credibly be needed because you
won’t give us the money.’
There are a number of weaknesses in the presentation. Dibb
is inclined to construct ‘straw men’ and to depend heavily
upon unsupported assertions. He confuses capabilities with
elements of capabilities. For example, he regards airborne
refuellers as a capability when they are in fact merely one
element of an air combat capability.
Overall, this book contains much of value but it could have
been improved with some solid editing or, better, written from
scratch as a more coherent and detailed thesis. 
Paul Dibb, ‘Essays on Australian Defence’, Strategic and
Defence Studies Centre, Australian National University,
Canberra, 2006, Softback, 100pp., RRP $A25.00 (available
from SDSC (02) 6125-9931)
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Patrick Lindsay, ‘Cosgrove: Portrait of a Leader’, Random
House, Sydney, 2006, Softback, 289pp., RRP $A34.95
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General Peter Cosgrove deserves a considered biography
eventually but this book is not it. A balanced account of
Cosgrove’s contribution to the ADF cannot be written at this
stage. It is far too early, for example, to measure either his
achievements or possible failures as Chief of Defence Force
(CDF) during a period of major strategic upheaval and high
operational tempo for the ADF.
An effective biography of a senior military figure needs
a biographer capable of researching, understanding and
writing about complex military and politico-strategic matters.
Portrait of a Leader is instead an outline sketch and one where
the crayon was applied in a particularly slapdash fashion
regarding facts, nomenclature and insight. The transcription
of recorded interviews (obviously few in number and limited
in range) and the overall editing is appalling. Readers with
any military experience are inexorably drawn to counting the
numerous factual howlers and misinterpretations that litter
the book. Ranks and appointments of various people are
often recorded incorrectly. Unit titles are usually more wrong
than right and 5RAR somehow fought in Korea and has
battle honours for Long Tan. My favourite was that battalion
commanders gave audits not orders groups. In a similar antigravitas vein Cosgrove is called Cos throughout.
Officers do not normally reach command of the Army
or become CDF if prone to torture by self-doubt and Peter
Cosgrove was no exception. He also arrived there almost by
accident (as others have), following his highly prominent
command of Australia’s complex and nuanced intervention
in East Timor during 1999-2000. The ill-prepared and underresourced ADF was committed after much diplomatic and
strategic bungling. Our eventual muddling through without
a war with Indonesia owes much to behind-the-scenes US
pressure on that country. Cosgrove’s professionalism and
effectiveness as commander of the forces so hurriedly
deployed also played a large part, particularly in public, but
one ably supported by loyal and capable headquarters staff,
the troops under his command and much effort generally
throughout the ADF. Even from the command viewpoint
it was not a Cosgrove triumph alone. The strategic-level
contribution of Admiral Chris Barrie as CDF, for example,
was perhaps just as important but is much less known.
As this book relates but often only sparingly, Peter
Cosgrove is a complex man. Part of his public success in
East Timor was due to his ability to articulate his operational
vision and calmly demonstrate the resolve behind it to
audiences of all kinds (he was perhaps less certain in this
regard when CDF). Several of his peers believe, probably
wrongly in most cases, that they could have done as well or
better. Such ‘what ifs’ are really irrelevant because Cosgrove
was the lucky one of his generation who was the right man
in the right command at 1st Division at the right time.
The best chapter in the book is the first one, recounting
Cosgrove’s experiences as a platoon commander in the
Vietnam War – where he was awarded the Military Cross

in October 1969. The
second chapter, relating
his early years and family
circumstances is also
sympathetically written.
After that the author must
have got tired.
The worst chapter, about
Cosgrove’s involvement
with Lieutenant Colonel
Lance Collins (his senior
intelligence officer before
and during East Timor),
exemplifies the book’s
lack of depth and obvious
omissions. Lindsay
correctly notes that
Collins was eventually
vindicated in detail, years afterward, about his most serious
complaint. This involved ill-informed and dangerous
civilian bureaucratic meddling in military command matters
concerning intelligence support to the force Cosgrove
commanded in the field. He also accurately records that the
original and continuing cover-ups meant incorrect advice
was later given to Cosgrove, by then CDF, resulting in the
Minister and Cosgrove declaring publicly that Collins was
wrong. This resulted in serious and long-lasting damage
to Collins’ reputation, career and marriage. Cosgrove is
widely considered to have let Collins down badly, especially
when CDF, and the complete absence of discussion on
this point underlines the overall shallowness of this book.
Interestingly, Cosgrove’s recent autobiography, My Story,
also does not address this issue at all (being a sparse and
selective account largely confined to the original incident
in East Timor only).
Now whether Cosgrove is capable of selective loyalty
downwards, or was more or less so than his peers, is a valid
subject that should be explored in any serious biography. But
other meaty issues are also entirely absent including whether
Cosgrove could be somewhat idle at times, whether being
Australian of the Year unduly diverted his attention from his
duties as Chief of Army, and why he apparently insisted that
Peter Leahy – in many ways chalk to his cheese – succeed
him in that position. Many also wonder why he allowed the
new DMO to abruptly replace the scientifically-qualified
and respected general heading Land Systems Division (a
Duntroon classmate) with a public servant.
The meatiest question left unaddressed is whether
Cosgrove, as the highest-profile CDF ever, wasted this
public status and the confidence the Government expressed
in him by not forcefully pushing for thorough reform of the
Department of Defence, the command structure of the ADF
and Australia’s flawed politico-military strategic interface
generally.
Portrait of a Leader outlines a brief and largely uncritical
account of Peter Cosgrove’s antecedents, achievements and
character. It is of little value to those seeking a proper in-depth
biography of a man who undoubtedly deserves one. 
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After the Twin Towers of the World Trade Centre were
destroyed in 2001, the Pentagon resumed its status as the
largest building in the United States and like no other edifice
on earth. When I visited the US Department of Defense’s
head office in mid-June this year, I was given a personal
tour of the vast structure and was amazed to see the number
of fast food restaurants and bakeries, gift and apparel shops,
hairdressers and beauty salons that it hosted. When I preached
and celebrated Holy Communion in the chapel built in the
section of the building destroyed by the impact of Flight 77,
I was deeply moved by both the attack’s brutality and the
resulting loss of life. On the outer wall of the chapel one of the
concrete blocks bears the simple inscription: ’11 September
2001’. An evocative memorial to those killed is presently
being erected.
The terrorists chose the Pentagon as a target because it
symbolises American military power. Since the building
was opened in 1943, it has occupied a central place in the
political culture of the United States and shaped the nation’s
capacity to deploy armed force. In this major study, novelist
and historian James Carroll argues that the culture engendered
within the building by its occupants—what he calls ‘the
Pentagon effect’—is principally responsible for the United
States squandering the considerable international sympathy
and goodwill that was generated by the ‘9/11’ terrorist
attacks, and that the Bush Administration failed to grasp the
opportunity presented to it for a new era of global cooperation
and stability.
This happened, according to Carroll, because the Pentagon
is like a ‘metaphysical creature’ that stands apart from the
rest of Washington with its own way of seeing the world and
conducting its business. In what is a widely-researched book
based on well reasoned argument, Carroll contends that since
the building was finished it has operated beyond the control
of any responsible element in either government or society.
He alleges that it is the biggest, loosest cannon in American
history, and that no institution has changed the country more
than the Pentagon. It has remained unaccountable to the
American republic and retained its near limitless funding
by systematically talking-up and exaggerating threats to the
security of the United States.
Built as a temporary structure to bring the various elements
of the United States armed forces together during World War
II, Carroll argues that the ‘collapse of restraint’ on the military
that might have been accepted during wartime, persisted into
the post-war years when the Defense Department achieved
what Dwight Eisenhower called ‘a disastrous rise of misplaced
power’. This led initially to the unprecedented incendiary
bombings of Germany and Japan in 1945 and more recently
to the ‘shock and awe’ strategy employed in Iraq. He charts
the rise of America’s nuclear arsenal— including the decision
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to bomb Hiroshima and
Nagasaki in which President
Harry Truman, according to
General Leslie Groves, ‘did
not so much say ‘yes’ as not
say ‘no’’—and the Pentagon’s
desire to demonstrate the full
extent of American power.
The continuing lack of
accountability, Carroll writes,
is a function of successive
Presidents being preoccupied
with the Pentagon’s agenda
and their unwillingness to be
seen politically as either weak
or soft in military affairs. The
notable exceptions are Harry Truman who refused to allow
the deployment of nuclear weapons during the Korean War
which prevented any further escalation of the Cold War;
John F. Kennedy who brought his own resolution to the
Cuban missile crisis despite urgings from the Pentagon that
he was engaged in ‘appeasement’; and Ronald Reagan who
responded positively to Mikhail Gorbachev’s calls for peace
and the withdrawal of intermediate-range nuclear weapons
from Europe. In Carroll’s mind, simply to blame the ‘neoconservative’ element in the Bush Administration for the
security difficulties in which the United States presently finds
itself ignores the long-term influence of the Pentagon.
James Carroll cannot be compared with either Michael
Moore or Noam Chomsky. He does not want to discredit
the Bush Administration or advance a Leftist ideological
agenda. He is a former Catholic priest and clearly a deeply
moral man who retains a great love for his country. His
father was a Pentagon official for more than twenty years
and he obviously much prefers peaceful solutions to global
problems over military ones. House of War is measured and
thoughtful. Carroll is concerned about the ethical conduct of
foreign policy and statecraft as well as the universal demands
of justice and compassion.
House of War is an unsettling book. It suggests that when
individuals congregate in certain places to consider specific
subjects in particular ways, they can think and act in ways
they would never contemplate or even imagine were they
to meet with other people in different circumstances. The
text is well end-noted and the bibliography a useful guide
to further reading. The photographic section gives a human
face to the narrative and illustrates some of the points Carroll
tries to make.
I could easily imagine that it would be possible to get
physically lost in the Pentagon although the building’s longterm occupants tell me the truth is otherwise. Maybe so. But
I can readily see how and why those who work there could
become morally disoriented or lose sight of democracy in a
building where it is much harder to look out than to gaze
within. 
James Carroll, ‘House of War: the Pentagon and the
Disastrous Rise of American Power’, Scribe, Melbourne,
2006, casebound and jacketed, 512pp + notes, bibliography
and index, RRP $A65.00.
This review republished courtesy of the Canberra Times.
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Gordon Corera, ‘Shopping For Bombs: Nuclear Proliferation,
Global Insecurity, and the Rise and Fall of the A.Q. Khan
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Deciding what should or could be done about ‘the bomb’
has weighed on the conscience and taxed the ingenuity of
innumerable political leaders, diplomats, scientists and
academics for over 60 years. In the mid-1960s, under the
Johnson administration, the US again took a hard look at how
the nuclear scene had unfolded since 1945 and considered
whether it needed to try and shape its future course. By that
time, five states had tested a bomb (the most recent being
China in 1964), both Israel and India (at least) were assessed
to be hell-bent on getting one and the Cuban missile crisis
had made starkly apparent to the superpowers just how fragile
their security was. The Johnson administration came down in
favour of making the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons
a top priority, a stance that helped result in the nuclear nonproliferation treaty (NPT) in 1968. It was, of course, a bit
late in the day.
The NPT had to accommodate some pretty serious
contradictions and tensions. There were five nuclear-weapon
states, all of whom insisted that the bomb was of irreplaceable
value and all of whom were permanent members of the
UN Security Council, constituting an enduring signal that
international rank and the bomb were inseparable. The nonnuclear weapon states insisted both on the strongest possible
commitment to eventual nuclear disarmament, and on their
‘inalienable’ right to the full panoply of nuclear technologies
that had a peaceful application, including the production of
enriched uranium and plutonium to fuel power-generating
reactors but which also constitute the core of the bomb.
By this time, too, nuclear energy was big business, adding
further to the complexity of the scene. The earliest targets
of non-proliferation, Japan and Germany, have long had
large nuclear industries and possess substantial stockpiles
of plutonium in particular.
In short, the non-proliferation regime centred on the
NPT was a dynamic bargain riven with internal tensions.
Eventually, however, just about everyone signed up. Quite
a few states delayed for many years to keep their options
open and a handful made it plain that they had no intention
of doing so – Israel, India, Pakistan and South Africa. All
now have the bomb except South Africa which, singularly,
got it and then gave it up before eventually joining the NPT.
In each case, the road to the bomb was a tortuous, clandestine
affair characterized by larger than life, James Bond-like
episodes as the nuclear gate-keepers sought to penetrate and
frustrate their programs. The story of Pakistan’s road to the
bomb is no exception but it acquired a special dimension:
the man recognized and revered as the ‘father’ of Pakistan’s
nuclear weapon capability, A.Q. Khan, started a second and
allegedly private career as a facilitator of bomb programs in

other countries – using
the same contacts and
deception techniques
employed in the
Pakistani program
but often resorting to
surplus equipment and
Pakistani know-how
to sweeten the initial
deal.
Western intelligence
was broadly aware for
many years that some
form of network existed
among states on the
edge of the international
community for the acquisition and exchange of sensitive
materials and technology, especially related to nuclear
weapons and ballistic missiles. US suspicions that North
Korea might be cheating on the 1994 nuclear freeze first
arose when they got indications around 1996-97 that Pakistan
had placed a significant order for North Korean missiles
and related technologies. As neither country had significant
financial resources, the US wondered what Pakistan might
have offered in return. A.Q. Khan admitted in 2004 that it
was uranium enrichment technology.
Similarly, Donald Rumsfeld returned to the US political
arena in 1998, chairing a Congressionally-mandated enquiry
contesting the official intelligence view that new ballistic
missile threats to the US would take about 15 years to
emerge. The Rumsfeld commission contended that because
new players would set lower standards of performance and
reliability, and because the states of concern were exchanging
technologies among themselves, it could be 5 years or less.
A few weeks later, North Korea tested a three-stage missile,
transforming the politics of missile defence debate in the US
in favour of early deployment. Despite this awareness, when
Libya’s Colonel Gadafi defected from the ranks of the states
of concern late in 2003, triggering the sequence of events
that exposed Khan’s network, its extent, redundancy and
reliability was still an unpleasant surprise.
Shopping for Bombs, the story of the A.Q. Khan network,
has all the qualities of a thriller: money, ideology, intrigue,
secrecy and the highest of stakes. It will undoubtedly become
the subject of a movie in due course, perhaps even without
the addition of women. Gordon Corera has written a superb
account of a saga that delivered a body-blow to the ‘nonproliferation regime’ and which may yet prove to be the
catalyst for a major overhaul of this regime. Equally, the issues
that the Khan network left behind, above all the apparent
Iranian drive for the bomb and a more diversified North Korean
program, could, in the charged atmosphere since 9/11, change
the course of history in other ways. In light, accessible prose
and with an excellent feel for the political and strategic context,
Gordon Corera has written a genuine page-turner, but one that
informs deeply as well as entertains. 
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Greg Sheridan has been foreign editor of The Australian
since 1992 and his expertise covers not just the alliance but
also Australia’s relations with Asia. His writing for the paper
is normally well-informed and forthright. Sheridan is also a
member of the Australian-American Leadership Dialogue
which brings together leading individuals from both countries
in the fields of government, business and academia. He has
held visiting fellowships at Georgetown University’s Center
for Strategic and International Studies and Canberra’s Land
Warfare Studies Centre.
As the sub-title explains, this valuable book seeks to
present a comprehensive view of the Australian-American
alliance from its beginnings to the present day. While the
book treats the early history of the alliance in a generally
introductory fashion, the focus is very much on the way in
which it has developed under the stresses of the Iraq conflict
and under the leadership of John Howard and George W. Bush.
Sheridan believes strongly that Australians know little about
an alliance that is indispensable to Australia’s security and
that the resources for students are seriously deficient.
Sheridan’s familiarity with the leading players in the US
and Australia has led many of his sources to be unusually frank
in their interviews. This is particularly true for the Australians
whose obsessive secrecy is all too familiar. Foreign Minister
Alexander Downer is one whose standing in Sheridan’s eyes
could hardly be higher. It is worth noting that this is in sharp
contrast to the usual political view of Downer as a figure of
fun.
The book contains three chapters based upon the
experience of three senior ADF officers who have commanded
US forces in Iraq. Sheridan regards this as something unique
(which it is) but this could have been placed in the context
of the traditional American refusal to allow its personnel to
serve under any foreign commander.
Sheridan’s argument is that the US-Australian relationship
is now closer than it has ever been and that this is a product
of several factors that are somewhat unique to today’s
circumstances. One is the close personal relationship between
Bush and Howard that has developed in the war on terrorism.
Another is the exceptional professionalism and performance
of the ADF units committed to Afghanistan and Iraq. Although
these have been small (too much so because of our sustained
under-investment in the ADF), they have been especially
effective in a number of engagements, including some where
US units were in some danger.
So substantial is the regard the Americans have for the
ADF that key Australians have been well-placed to impose
tactical limits upon some American recklessness.
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Sheridan also points to a
number of very influential
people in the American
government who have a
strong commitment to the
alliance. In this context
and others, notably the
relationship with Japan and
Indonesia, personalities
are important and good
interpersonal relationships
at the top understandably
filter down to the working
levels.
The book is not just
about the defence aspects of
the alliance. Sheridan looks
at the trade factor and details why Australia was not able to
get all it wanted from the free trade negotiations. He notes
elsewhere the importance of, and the historical background to,
the Australia-US-UK connection and its growing significance
to peacemaking efforts around the world. Sheridan is
generally dismissive of the United Nations, seeing it as wholly
ineffective in its core peacemaking task.
For Sheridan, the alliance between the US and Australia
is of fundamental importance to Australia’s standing in Asia
and, as a development of this, he sees the emergence of a
US-Japan-Australia strategic relationship as important for
all three countries.
Given the inevitable question of the impact of the alliance
on relations with China, the issue is canvassed but without
any substantial conclusion. Sheridan is emphatic that China
cannot replace the US, either economically or strategically.
He believes that Australia has exercised some moderating
influence on the US but he is critical of what he sees as an
Australian tendency to obsequiousness toward the Beijing
regime.
Inevitably, there are some inaccuracies that will jar on
the professional reader but these are insignificant. More
significantly, Sheridan notes in Chapter 2 that when Australia
invoked the ANZUS Treaty after the terrorist attacks on New
York and Washington, this was done under the provisions of
Article IV which refers to armed attacks in the Pacific Area
and he considers this to be wrong. Later in the book, he
realises that Article V extends the application of Article IV
to the whole metropolitan territory of the parties. In fact, one
might wonder why the treaty had to be formally invoked; it
makes no provision for invocation in the circumstances of an
armed attack which is its sole justification for action.
It is difficult in a short review to do justice to this book. It
is an important and valuable work directed towards a general
but informed lay readership. That is a proper target because
for too long the Australian community has had to be content
with superficial platitudes or esoteric academic tomes. The
book has a reasonable index but is mercifully free from even a
single footnote. It is eminently readable and informative. 
Greg Sheridan, ‘The Partnership: The Inside Story of the
US-Australian Alliance Under Bush and Howard’, University
of New South Wales Press, Sydney, 2006, Softback, 327pp.,
RRP $A29.95.
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